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Points in bricks and brick construction

STANDARDIZATION OF BRICK IS TIMELY—LOSS OF STRENGTH IN BRICKWORK 
DUE TO FROGS—LACK OF UNIFORMITY IN SIZES—CLASSIFICATION OF BRICKS 
—BRICK MORTARS—SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS OVER PRESENT PRACTICE

By ROBT. J. MARSHALL, B.A.Sc.,
Department of Applied Mechanics, University of Toronto

T commonest building material used to-day in 
factory construction is the old-fashioned brick. 
The art of brick-making and brick-laying is a 

ac Very ancient trade. One of the causes of trouble, 
to PEblical record, between the Israelites and 

fhis Etlans had to do with the making of bricks, and from 
as , are at liberty to infer that brick-laying, as well 
0lderiCk‘making- was a very ancient craft. Some of the 
of rujns of the Orient remain to-day as monuments 

e skill of these men.
day J f°h°ws, therefore, that when a student of présent
ai] Ul*ding materials discovers a desire to investigate 
the art.S k's subject, he ought to be fully warned about 
*heSgen0l!sness °f tampering with history. The age of 
mak aac*ent crafts and the history surrounding them, 
aad he art °f the brickmaker and bricklayer venerable 
seertieXemPf from the invasion of recent learning. They 
th0r ,0 have been the barrier which has prevented the 
have examination such as all the newer materials 

ad to undergo in recent years, 
aiater'^k *s tke last of the commonest of the building 
$ubs a s to be standardized. The investigation and 
Under?Uen*: standardization of the brick crafts are being 
teriai aken ky the American Society for Testing Ma
ori thg’ 3nc* tk’s society may be depended upon to carry 
done • Work in the same thorough way that they have 

the case of steel and concrete. 
bricj(_ e Reasons for the present revision of the rules of 

Un aklng and brick-laying is that present methods 
°f eCo ec°uomical, inefficient and careless. The necessity 
jorrden 0rn*Cal consideration is the result of the present 
'0 the ^ *° kùild high buildings. The inefficiency is seen 
lessneg '^effective distribution of material ; and the care- 

jnS 18 everywhere evident in the business.
§>0tyn recent years factory and office buildings have 
Present rorn fhe old three, four and five-story type to the 
büil,jjn ten’ fifteen and twenty-story buildings. If brick 
Po pre^8 Were restricted to the old type there would be 
^IdinJ510®’ reason f°r a change. But office and factory 
P.rOspgct? are so expensive to erect at present that 
^'dergfio1Ve ku'l(lers are compelled to give careful con- 
kr'ck h°a, 1° ec°nomy in their building material. A good

a'!dlnK

'=4,ed

Economical designs are not now possible under 
very conservative building by-laws. But the by-laws 
not properly to blame, for back of them there are good 
and sufficient reasons for the conservation ; and those 

the direct result of carelessness all through 
the brick-making and building trades.
__ fa the last thirty years, the rules governing the 
of all our building materials have undergone, or 
undergoing, revision. Technical and economical 
sidérations have led to new, more accurate and appro
priate uses. Processes of manufacture ate yearly im
proving the uniformity of most building materials. The 
result of these improvements is a more reliable material. 
The more reliable it is, the closer may the safe working

oui
are

reasons are

use
are

con-

J77

Fig. 1.

load be figured to the ultimate strength of the material. 
As a result of the above-mentioned improvements, safety 
factors are becoming more clearly defined and they will 
continue to diminish as materials improve in reliability.

The commonly accepted safety factor for steel is 4; 
for concrete, 5 to 6 ; for timber, 7 + ; and for brick,
These empirics are an

9r<.

10 +.
index of uniformity and reliability, 

and indicate in a general way the channels in which 
manufacturers have made the most progress. The high 
safety factor is very necessary in timber, owing to 
natural defects, such as knots, cross-graining, etc., but 
where a man commences with the raw material and makes 
a brick wall by his own process, it seems to be a mis- 
judgment to lay the blame for all the defects of the re
sultant to natural causes.

The Effect of the Frog in Brickwork.—The first 
point at issue is the use of the frog in bricks. The com
monly accepted theory, with regard to the frog in a brick, 
is that it is the bond which resists the possible horizontal 
shearing stresses. If Fig. 1 is examined, it will be seen

would suit a great many such builders if 
°f °!7nn econom'cal principle, allowing an adequate
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this is the Canadian practice. English and continenta 
practice is to lay every brick frog upward, and fill the 
frog. The question of which way is easier and quicker 
seems to be only a matter of which way a bricklayer is 
taught and rapidity then is but a matter of practice.

Variation in Size of Bricks.—Bricks vary in height 
from 2 ins. to 3 ins., due to at least two causes : (1) a dif* 
ference in the size of the forming mould ; (2) the process 
by which they are solidified. It seems necessary to estab 
lish a minimum and a maximum dimension in height) 
allowing a variation of not more than one-eighth of an 
inch in the finished product. The difficulties of estimating 
air-shrinking and fire-shrinking in clay brick is we 
known, but they are not such that they cannot be over
come. That some precaution is necessary can be very 
well illustrated by considering the difference in the amount 
of mortar in the face and back of a wall, where the 
bricks differ by one-eighth inch in height. (The writer 
knows of cases where the face and filling bricks have 
differed by as much as one-half inch.) The difference 0 
one-eighth of an inch' in the height of the bricks woul 
mean a difference of one-half to the vertical foot 0 
wall, assuming four bricks to the vertical foot, 
fifty-foot wall there is a difference of twenty-five inches in

that the mortar between the bricks is bonding the frogged 
surface of the lower brick to the flat surface of the upper 

Failure from such shearing stresses will takecourse.
place across the weakest horizontal section, which would 
be in this case the sections at the flat surface, 
fore, the resistance to shear between the bricks depends 
upon the bond between the mortar and the flat surface, 
hence it is obvious that equal resistance to shear would 
be obtained if the surfaces were flat below and flat above. 
In practice the Canadian bricklayer spreads his mortar 
the preceding course, which is laid frog downwards, as 
in Fig. 2a, then he takes the point of his trowel and runs 
a gutter in the mortar along about the centre of the 

of bricks. The bricks are then laid frog down
ward, making the frog fit over the gutter in the mortar, 
as shown in Fig. 2b. 
proven by a test, in which fifty bricks were selected on dif
ferent jobs ; so that the fault could not be claimed as 
local to any one contractor, and of the fifty selected but 
three frogs contained any mortar, and in those cases it 
seemed to have been more by accident than intention. 
The present practice clearly destroys the bonding and 
shearing theory supporting the use of a frog in bricks, 
and it also furnishes a very strong argument against its 
use at all.

There

on

course

That this is the case has been

In a

The above is by no means the most serious defect of 
Consider the effect the loss in EE3a wall so constructed, 

bearing area, caused by this practice, has on the com
pression value of a wall, 
gives a bearing area of 4" x 8)4/; = 34 S(F ins-> the area 
of the frog is 2" x 6" = 12 sq. ins., so that the actual 
bearing area of a frogged brick is 22 sq. ins. Thus the 
frog decreases the effective strength of the wall by 35%. 
Actually the strength is decreased by much more than 
35%, as experiments will show. Brick masonry, under 

increasing load, begins to fail by the lime failing and 
breaking the bond between the small particles of sand ; 
the mortar then acts in the same manner as sand, flatten
ing out and flowing to the points where the pressure is 
least, which would be in this case the outside edge or the 
frog of the brick. Also, the sand in flowing at the edges 
and at the frog, assumes the same angle of repose as 
ordinary sand (about 450), and thus decreases the bearing 

of the upper brick, as shown in Fig. 3. It might be 
pointed out, further, that the process of failure of a wall 
is, first, the failure of the mortar as described above, and 
later the failure of the bricks. Between these two failures 
there is a difference of anywhere from 15 to 35% of the 
ultimate strength of the wall. To illustrate : if a wall has 
an ultimate compressive strength of 1,000 lbs. per sq. in., 
the mortar will fail anywhere between 650 and 850 lbs. 
per sq. in.

!
’■■.v ■ - ■ y.'V.'-•y-'-'jZ-..3É2233IfThe average brick laid flat 1
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Fig. 2.an

The mortar is the weaker ma" 
inside of the wal >

the amount of mortar, 
terial -in the wall, and therefore the 
which has to carry the floor loads and should be strong61"’ 
is weaker than the outside.

should 
define 

used

Classification According to Strength.—There 
also be a minimum requirement of strength in a 
period after a brick is made. Bricks, as they are 
now, vary in crushing strength from 400 lbs. per sq. 
to 7,000 lbs. per sq. in., and are classified according 
appearance and not according to strength. The above 
mentioned brick showing a strength of 400 lbs. per ® 
in. would probably be used as a filler, and placed in 
back of the wall where it would have to carry the greJ 
portion of the load. It is because these poor bricks a ^ 
used that building regulations are justified in allowing^ 
compressive strength of from 50 to 75 lbs. per sq- 
This laxity in allowing the use of the poor bricks is 
reason for discounting the strength shown in 85% 0 .

of the modern kilns will sh° 
if sorn6

rigid standard was enforced for factory and office but ^ 
ing construction, such as a requirement of 2,000 lbs- P 
sq. in. in compression, one month after being ma^e’ j 
would only exclude about 15% of the bricks produced a 
many uses could be found for the rejected 15%. Bun ^ 
regulations would then be justified in raising the a 0 
able unit stresses in brick wall construction.

Lime versus Cement Mortar.—In Table I. is 
the results of compression tests on blocks of cement 
lime mortar.

area
in-

That the different positions of the frog has a real 
effect upon the strength of the wall is recognized by our 
building by-laws where pier wall construction is defined 
as requiring that the bricks should be laid frog upwards 
and the wall grouted, thus making certain that the frog 
is well filled. Additional bearing values must therefore 
be allowed for a wall so constructed. If a wall of a cer
tain compressive strength per sq. in. is desired and the 
bricks may be laid either of these ways, it follows that to 
build the wall pier construction throughout, ought to 

saving in bricks, and thus an economy in material

bricks produced, for any 
85% of the bricks to be hard burnt. Therefore

mean a 
would be effected.

Another argument which is sometimes advanced in 
favor of the frog is that bricks are easier and quicker laid 
when placed frog downward. As has been already stated,



Table I.—Strength of Mortars.
Strength 

in lbs. 
per Sq. in.

Composition of 
mortar.

: 2 sand . 
2 sand . 
2 sand .

Age when 
tested, 
i month 
3 months 
6 months 

2 y2 months 
8 days 

13 days 
28 days 
8 days 

13 days 
28 days

The table shows that cement mortar is much 
ronger and gains strength much more quickly than the 

*me mortar.
0° . these points of superiority of cement mortar are 
c lmPortance. By the use of a mortar such as 1 part 
c ment to 2 parts sand a much higher allowable strength 
S°U ^ very safely be allowed than is allowed at the pre- 

nt time, which would mean an additional economy in 
Material.

1 lime 
1 lime :
1 lime :
1 cement : 3 sand 
1 cement : 3 sand 
1 cement : 3 sand 
1 cement : 3 sand 
1 cement : 2 sand 
1 cement : 2 sand 
1 cement : 2 sand

1320
2155

895
2325
2690

In factory and tall building construction,

m Another difficulty with mortar, and especially lime 
r ar, is the variation in quality due to carelessness in 

je^Port*onmg and mixing. The proportions are usually 
to the experience and guessing ability of the mortar 

jjj Xer> and seldom, if ever, is the material accurately 
SülT'SUred'. The on^y tests required of the fitness of the re- 
ties*n^ fixtures arë their spreading and working quali- 
quS’T^'ch are in many cases very different from strength 
t . ltles- More care in measuring and mixing the ma- 
Habi]'S 3 mortar would improve its strength and re-

y.
The purpose of this article is to point out where im- 

ca ments might be made. What has been termed 
er)re. essness is as much the fault of the architect and 
la\flne€r as tt is the fault of the brickmaker or brick- 

eÇ- If specifications were drawn up more carefully and 
in ClSely a ffreal many of the inaccuracies in using build- 
tec materials would be eliminated ; for instance, if archi- 

,s> by agreement, were to issue specifications for bricks 
Uj °ut frogs it would be but a short time until the 
TonKfaCtUrerS wou^d be making only that kind of brick, 
an 3e brickmaker the frog is more or less of a nuisance 
but ay’ anc* 'ts elimination would, in most cases, mean 
v^ri. sbght changes in his moulding machinery. - The 
Tn 6r bnows of four firms of architects doing business in 
<je Ol?to and Montreal whose specifications are of the type 
c°|?I,Ibe<!. Most of the other difficulties pointed out 

be gotten rid of by a similar process. 
b0o ^.n Canada at present the ceramic industries are 
vyejj lnff" The development has improved the quality as 
rne 3? *ncreased the quantity and ultimately the improve- 
allo ln quality must be recognized by increasing the 
buiu- e sa^e loads and thus cutting down the waste in- 

lnff operations.
The

Ver the

Prove

following points are suggested as improvements 
present practices :—

I- The elimination of the frog in bricks. 
ceR) 2‘ The use of cement mortars, not exceeding 1 part 

ent to 3 of sand, in all but residential buildings, 
an br' definite minimum and maximum height for

ti0n-T Better and more precise specifications for propor- 
lng and mixing mortars.
S- Increased bearing values.

6. That the following be the specification for 
bricks, which is the specification proposed by the Ameri
can Society for Testing Materials :—

Selection of Samples.—For the purpose of tests, brick 
should be selected by some disinterested and experienced 
person to represent the commercial products. All brick shall 
be carefully examined, and their condition noted before being 
subjected to any test.

Transverse Test.—At least five brick to be tested, laid 
flat-wise with a span of seven inches, and with the load ap
plied at mid span. The knife edges shall be slightly curved 
in the direction of their length. Steel bearing plates, about 
f4-inch thick and 1%-inches wide, may be placed between the 
knife edges and the brick. The use of a wooden base-block, 
slightly rounded transversely across its top, upon which to 
rest the lower knife edges, is recommended, 
of rupture shall be obtained by the following formula.

3 W L

The modulus

R =
2 b d2

in which :—
L. is the distance between supports in inches.
b. is the breadth of the bricks in inches.
d. is the depth of the brick in inches.
W. is the load in pounds at which the brick failed.

The half -brick resulting from the transverse test shall 
be used for the compression and absorption tests. One half 
to be crushed in its dry condition. The other half to be used 
for the absorption test and crushed while in this wet condi
tion. No specimen shall be used if any part of the line of 
fracture is more than one inch from the centre line.

/

/ \
Fig. 3.—Showing Effect of Crushing on the Mortar.

Compression Test.—Compression test shall be made on 
half brick, resulting from the transverse test. The brick 
shall be bedded flat-wise on blotting paper, heavy fibrous 
building paper, or heavy felt, to secure a uniform bearing in 
the testing machine. In case the brick have uneven bearing 
surfaces, they shall be bedded in a thin coat of plaster of 
Paris. For dry test, before applying the plaster of Paris, the 
bearing surfaces of the brick shall receive a coat of shellac. 
The machine used for compression tests shall be equipped 
with spherical bearing block. The breaking load shall be 
divided by the area in compression, and the results reported 
in pounds per square inch.

Absorption Test.—At least five half brick shall be first 
thoroughly dried to constant weight, at a temperature of from 
200 to 250 degrees F., weighed, then placed on their face in
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ROYAL COMMISSION’S SEWAGE DISPOSAL 
ENQUIRY.

water to a depth of one inch, in a covered container. The 
brick shall be weighed at the following intervals : one-half 
hour, six hours, and forty-eight hours. Superfluous moisture 
to be removed before each weighing. The absorption shall 
be expressed in terms of the dry weight and the balance used 
must be accurate to five drams.

Freezing and Thawing Test.—In case the freezing and 
thawing test is desired, at least five bricks shall be thor
oughly saturated by immersion in cold water, the temperature 
of the water to be raised to 200 degrees F. in thirty minutes, 
then allowed to cool. The specimen shall 'be immersed in ice 
water for not less than one hour, weighed, then transferred 
to the refrigerator and supported in such a manner that all 
faces will be exposed. The specimen shall be subjected to 
a temperature of less than 15 degrees F. for at least five 
hours ; then removed and placed in water at a temperature of 

less than 150 degrees F., nor more than 200 degrees F., 
for two hours. This operation shall be repeated twenty times, 
after which the bricks shall be again weighed, still saturated. 
The character of the bricks shall be noted before and during 
the test, and all visible changes noted. Immediately on com
pletion of this test, samples are to be thoroughly dried and 
subjected to the transverse and compression tests.

Requirements.—The following requirements shall be

HE Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal (Great 
Britain) has recently issued an appendix to its 
eighth report which was published last autumn. 
This report dealt with the establishment of some 

co-relation between the chemical character of the water 
of rivers and streams, and the relative purity and freedom 
of them from nuisance. It will be remembered that the 
Commission expressed its opinion that the liability of a 
stream to become objectionable under unfavorable condi
tions might fairly be estimated by the amount of dissolved 
oxygen absorbed in five days at a constant temperature 
of 65° F. This it regarded as the best indication of the 
liability of a stream to become offensive in warm weather 
and that is surpassed in value as an index to the stream’s 
conditions, the percentage of ammoniacal nitrogen

T

not

present.
The Commission’s conclusions defined the limits of 

temperature variations as 37.20 F. lowest, and 64.4° F. 
highest, from observations taken on a number of streams.

In the appendix, now issued, the Commission sets 
forth in detail the experimental work which constituted 
the basis of its recommendations and a great deal is con
tained therein of value to engineers concerned in the pre
vention and abatement of river pollution. “Engineering 
(London), outlines the work as follows :—

In commencing their operations the Commission ad
dressed inquiries to all the county medical officers of Eng
land and Wales, as well as to the various river con
servancy boards, and from the information thus acquired, 
a preliminary list of fifty streams was drawn up and per
sonally inspected. As the result of this examination, 
which was carried out by Mr. G. B. Kershaw, the en
gineer to the Commission, twenty-five places were select
ed for further inspection and examination, but in the end 
attention was mainly concentrated on sixteen of the sites 
thus chosen. The object of the inquiry being to correlate 
the chemical characteristics of the waters of a stream with 
its state as estimated by the eye and nose, careful note 
was taken of the condition of its bed and banks. Stones 
from the shallows were examined for algæ growth, water 
insects, and the like, and special attention was paid to any 
deposits of mud in the pools and banks. Fish life was 
also carefully noted, and at the same time data were take0 
of the relative rapidity of the streams, which were classi
fied as follows :—

Mean current velocity.
From 20 ft. per minute down

wards
From 20 ft. to 40 ft. per minute 

“ 40 ft. to 60 ft.
“ 60 ft. to 80 ft.

Over 100 ft. per minute

met :—
Modulus of rupture shall be as follows :—

Average. 
400 lbs. 
275 lbs.

Minimum 
325 lbs 
225 lbs

For samples thoroughly dry ..........
For samples thoroughly saturated .
For samples subjected to freezing and

225 lbs.275 lbs.thawing process 
The ultimate compression strength shall be as follows :—

MinimumAverage, 
lbs. Sq. In. lbs. Sq. In.

For samples thoroughly dry 
For samples thoroughly saturated .. 2,500
For samples subjected to freezing and 

thawing process

2,500
2,000

3,000

2,0002,500

The absorption shall not average higher than 15 per cent., 
and in no case shall it exceed 20 per cent.

The freezing and thawing tests shall not cause cracking 
or serious spalling in any of the bricks tested, nor cause the 
serious disintegration of the material.

I
Economic Minerals and. Mining Industries of Can

ada, a 77-page illustrated pamphlet, by Mr. J. McLeish, Chief 
of the Division of Mineral Resources and Statistics, contains 
data concerning the main geographic and geologic features of 
the country, and a brief description of the same, treating 
separately each mineral and mineral product. A summary of 
the mineral production of each province and references to the 
laws governing mining and the ownership of mining lands in 
the various provinces, also are included. The pamphlet is 
issued by the Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Ottawa.

Character of stream- 
Sluggish to very 

sluggish 
Slow 

Moderate 
Rapid 

Very rapid

Based on these observations the Commission have been 
able to tabulate the features given in the accompanying 
table as characteristic of the relative purity of natura 
waterways in normal summer conditions.

The cases of pollution inquired into by the Cornrms 
sion covered every condition, from insignificant to 
tinctly bad. The relative volume of effluent to the strea10 
in which it was discharged was in some instances as 
as 1 to 2, and in others less than 1 to 1,000, but in 9 
cases a pretty close connection was established between 
the results of the oxygen-absorption test and the place 
which would be assigned to the stream in the table, ail

The railway-terminal problem of Chicago is to be inves
tigated under the direction of a public commission composed 
of leading engineers and business men. This is to be under
taken for the reason that the council committee on railway 
terminals, which was forced by public agitation to order such 
an investigation made under its direction, is considered to 
be prejudiced in favor of the plans submitted by the Penn
sylvania Railroad. The committee has openly advocated these 
plans, and has predicted that they will be approved by the 
city authorities, thus indicating that it will give slight con
sideration to other plans or to the general problem of im
provement of the railway-terminal system of the city.

!
dis-

low
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the result of an inspection by eye and nose. The grev 
growth mentioned in the last column of the table appears 
0 be eminently characteristic of an undesirable degree 

of pollution.

over which the test extended. This degree of dilution 
was found by experiment to yield the most concordant 
results.

A very fair correlation was, as already mentioned, 
also established between the condition of a stream and the 
ammoniacal nitrogen present, but the Commissioners 
came to the conclusion that this test was on the whole the 
less satisfactory of the two, since the ammonia figure in 
the case of a stream receiving sewage effluents was not 
always as good an index of the actual condition of the 
stream as the dissolved oxygen test was found to be.

A most interesting feature of the present series of 
researches has been the comparisons made between the 
condition of a stream above a sewage outlet and below it. 
Probably the most interesting observations made in the 
whole investigation are those on the River Avon, from 
Rugby to Stratford. This river rises in Northampton
shire, near Naseby, and flows across Warwickshire to the 
River Severn at Tewkesbury. It is a winding, sluggish, 
stream, with a muddy bed, and there are many weirs on 
it. On it, or its tributaries, are situated the towns of 
Rugby, Coventry, Kenilworth, Leamington, Warwick, 
Stratford, and Evesham, the distance between successive 
centres of pollution being generally about io miles. For 
many years the stream received the untreated sewage 
effluents from all the centres above named ; but as matters 
stand to-day, it would appear that the effluents sent into 
the stream are in the main fairly satisfactory, and that 
the river is maintained in a passable condition. Between 
Rugby and Stratford the proportion of sewage-derived 
water in the river never falls below i in 8 or i in 9, and 
in one reach amounts to as much as 1 in 2.5.

The town of Rugby has a population of 21,000, and 
is sewered on the “partially separate” system. The sew
age, which is “domestic” in character, is treated in septic 
tanks, the effluent from which is passed through percolat
ing filters and irrigated over land. This effluent is stated 
to be bright and clear, with a clean, healthy smell, and is

, ^he efficacy of the test recommended depends upon 
g e ^ac*- that clean river water in normal condition, and at 
0 deg. F., contains in solution 7 c.c. of oxygen, or 1 

Part by weight, in 100,000 of water. If polluted, this 
j ISS°Ived oxygen, as the result of bacterial action, enters 
■nto combination with the organic matter present, with a 
onsequent reduction in the amount of that freely dissolv- 

> and this loss of oxygen thus serves to indicate the de
gree of pollution of a stream. All river water contains 
in>rne, .°r?an'c impurity, and hence, if kept in conditions 
fr which the store of oxygen cannot readily be replaced 
j 0rn. *he air, there will, on keeping, be always some re- 

m the quantity of oxygen contained in solution. 
W- V eiean river water, however, this loss is small, whilst 
e ! 1 adly contaminated streams the whole of the dissolv- 
co ^3S ,may disappear from the sample under test. The 
o-f- between the oxygen dissolved and the character

stream is stated to be as follows :—
Gramme of dissolved 

oxygen in 5 days.
Very clean
Clean ___
Fairly clean 
Doubtful 
Bad ..........

o. 1
0.2
0-3
0-5
1.0

The , gures refer to the weight lost from 100,000 grammes 
tabl e,Wa^er under test. It will be noted in the above 
Gee P taat the figure given for a badly polluted stream ex- 
0f , s .c total amount of oxygen which water is capable 
jn f ° hmg in solution at a temperature of 65° F. This, 
jjj ,ac*’ Was frequently the case in the tests, which were 
w e py mixing the sample under observation with tap 

ter m such proportion that some 50 to. 60 per cent, of 
total dissolved oxygen was taken up in the five daysthe

Features Characteristic of Streams in Normal Summer Weather.
“Fairly 
Clean”

Fairly clear 
Slightly

opalescent 
Pronounced

earthy smell earthy smell 
— Slightly brown 

and opalescent 
Probably 

absent 
Plentiful 

Lightly coated 
with brown 

fluffy deposit
Do Covered with Do 

fine light 
brown deposit 

Scarce Plentiful ;
fronds clean 
except in 

late autumn 
Do Moderate

quantities in 
shallows

Condition of water 
as regards 

Suspended 
Opales

Very
Clean”
Clear
Bright

“Bad”
Turbid

Opalescent

“Doubtful” 
Slightly turbid 

Opalescent

“Moderate” 
Fairly clear 
Distinctly 
opalescent 

Earthy wormy 
smell

Brown and 
opalescent 

Absent

“Clean”
Clear
Bright

matter
cence

Smell Strong earthy Soapy, fcecal, or 
wormy smell 
Black looking Brown or black 

and soapy looking 
Absent

on being 
shaken in bottle 

APpearance in bulk

Odorless Faint
putrid smell

Limpid

Oelicate fish

Coarse fish 
tones in shallows

AbsentMay be Scarce 
plentiful

DoPresent 
Coated with 

brown or dark 
green layer 
Coated with 

brown deposit

Scarce 
Coated with 
brown fluffy 

deposit

Plentiful
Clean and Clean 

bare
Coated with 
grey growth 
and deposit 
Coated with 

brown or black 
mud 

Scarce

^tones in Dopools

^ater weeds Plentiful and 
covered with 
fluffy deposit

Abundant and 
covered with 

deposit in pools

Plentiful ; 
fronds brown- 

colored in 
places 

Plentiful in 
shallows

Abundant in 
protected pools 

Plentiful 
Abundant in 
green algæ

Creen AbundantPlentifulalgæ

Present 
Plentiful in 
green algae

Plentiful in 
green algae

^rey algæ 
nsects, larvae, etc.

L
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cases the discharge of paper, corks, and matches into the 
stream is objectionable, and could be avoided by straining 
the sewage before discharge.

non-putrescible on incubation. It contained in 100,000 
parts about 1.5 parts of matter in suspension, and when 
maintained at 65° F. for five days took up 1.97 parts of 
oxygen per 100,000.

The ratio of the sewage effluent to the dry-weather 
flow of the river is about 1 to 8 ; the river flow being 
4,500,000 gallons per twenty-four hours. No smell was 
observed near the Rugby outfall, and there was very little 
of the grey growth, which, as already stated, seems to be 
characteristic of polluted waters. Small coarse fish were 
present in the water below the outfalls, although in dry 
weather the admixture of the effluent caused considerable 
deoxygenation of the water in the sluggish reaches. The 
Coventry sewage reaches the river 13 to 14 miles further 
down. At this point the river has practically completely 
recovered from the effects of the Rugby discharge, at least 
so far as its chemical constitution is concerned, the 
chlorine content of the water alone being permanently in
creased. Coventry has a population of 90,000, and the 
sewage discharged amounted to 4,000,000 gallons per day 
in 1911. 
wastes.
discharge is settlement followed by land irrigation and 
land filtration ; the area assigned for this purpose was 378 
acres at the time of the observations, but has since been 
largely augmented. The effluents are stated to be very 
variable in quality. The dry-weather flow of the river, 
which is said to be fairly clean on its arrival at Coventry, 
is put at 7,500,000 gallons per hour, and the ratio of dilu
tion less than 3 to 1. 
ferior effluent and little dilution there was an abundant 
grey growth below both outfalls, and masses of putrifying 
mud have formed in parts of a very sluggish reach, where 
many dead fish are found in warm, dry weather, accom
panied by an objectionable smell. Nevertheless, the river 
purifies itself further on, and though it receives also the 
sewage effluent from Leamington, Warwick, Kenilworth, 
Stratford, and Evesham, it is, as already stated, now 
maintained in a passably fair condition, so far as actual 
nuisance is concerned. Bacteriologically the results 
much less satisfactory, although there is in all 
well-marked progressive improvement of the river as the 
distance from each new outfall increases, 
however, that from the standpoint of bacteriology 
sion to the original state of the unpolluted stream cannot 
in general be effected within the limits of distance which 
are probable in this country between independent 
of pollution.

The observations made at Berkhampstead have rather 
a .special interest, since the sewage is discharged not into 
a natural stream, but into the Grand Junction Canal, 
where practically the whole of the flow is merely that due 
to lockage operations. The sewage is from a population 
of 8,000, and is “domestic” in character, 
in closed septic tanks, followed by double-contact beds, 
the average flow being 500,000 gallons per 24 hours. The 
effluent is slightly opalescent, with a brown tint, and gen
erally, but not always, has a clean smell. Two out of 
seven samples putrified on incubation, 
discharged into a pound, where the water is practically 
stagnant. This water has a stale wormy smell on shak
ing, but there was no smell on the tow-path. Much grey 
fungus was present below the outfall, and the only fish 
observed in the pound were minnows. Several cases in 
which sewage is discharged direct into the stream without 
treatment of any kind are discussed in the report. Ap
parently where the dilution is sufficient this practice does 
not give rise to any active nuisance, but even in these

“DUKE OF CONNAUGHT” TOLLS.

The Canadian Gazette publishes the tariff of tolls 
submitted by the Canadian Vickers, Limited, in ^
tion with their floating dock, the “Duke of Connaught, 
at Montreal. The schedule has been recommended for 
approval, subject to amendment, by the Minister of 
Public Works. It is as follows :—

connec-

Montreal Floating Ship=Dock Canadian Vickers, Limited
Tariff.

Commencing1 24 hrs. after 
vessel is raised. Follow 

ing days or fractions 
thereof each.
$ 80.00

95.OO 

95.OO 
95.OO

I 10.00 

110.00 
110.00 
125.00 

, 125.00

125.00 

150.00 

150.00 
150.00 

175.00 
175.00

200.OO 

200. OO 

225.OO 
225.OO 

25O.OO 

275.0°
3OO. OO 

35°.o°

400.00 
450.00 

500.00 
550.oo 
600.00 
650.00 

700.00 

75°.oo 
850.00 

950.00 
1,050.00 

1,150.00 

1,250.00

Gross Reg. Tons. 
Up to 1,000. . . 

1,000— 1,199 
1,200— 1,399
1,4°° L599
1,600—- 1,799 
1,800— 1,999 
2,000— 2,249
2.250— 2,499
2.500— 2,749 

• 2,75°— 2,999
3,000— 3,499
3,5°°— 3,999 
4,000— 4,499
4.500— 4,999 
5,000— 5,499
5,5°°— 5,999 
6,000— 6,749
6,75°—■ 7,499
7,5°°— 8,249,
8.250— 8,999, 
9,000— 9,999.

10,000—10,999. 
11,000—11,999, 
12,000—12,999, 
13,000—13,999. 
14,000—14,999. 
15,000—15,999, 
16,000—16,999, 
17,000—17,999. 
18,000—18,999. 
19,000—19,999. 
20,000—20,999 ■ 
21,000—21,999. 
22,000—22,999. 
23,000—23,999, 
24,000—25,000.

1st day 
$ 300.OO

340.OO 
365.0° 
390.00
4I5-°° 
450.00 
475.00 
500.00 

525.00 
550.oo 
575-oo 
600.00 
625.00 
650.00 
700.00 
750.00 
875.00 
950.00 

1,025.00 
1,100.00 
1,200.00 
1,300.00 
1,400.00 
1,500.00 
1,600.00 
1,700.00 
1,800.00 
1,950.00 
2,050.00 
2,150.00 
2,250.00 
2,350.00 
2,450.00 
2,550.00 
2,650.00 
2,750.00

It is of a domestic character, but with trade 
The treatment to which it is subjected before

Under these conditions of an in-

are
cases a

It appears,
rever-

sources

It is treated

t
THE MONTANA IRRIGATION PROJECT.

The Sun River diversion dam, a part of an immense irr*' 
gation project in Montana, is at present under construct!011 
by the United States Government. A contract has just beef 
awarded to MacArthur Bros. Company, of New York, 00 j1’ 
sisting of the construction of about forty-five miles of ®alIJ 
canal and several small tunnels, aggregating about three 
quarters of a mile in Jength. The canal will have a capad^ 
of 1,700 feet per acre per day. It will be twenty-seven f®et 
wide at the bottom and sixty-nine feet in width at the t0P’ 
the water having a depth of eleven feet. Its cost will am<,ul,t 
to about $900,000.

This effluent is >
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Fig. I.—Accepted Design for Saskatoon Traffic Bridge.

en . ^he site chosen offered various difficulties from an 
tfrf;lneei^n§* standpoint. The elevation of the bank at the 
sideVerSity S*^e some fifty feet higher than on the city 
Wat f he river is about i,ioo feet wide during high 
°n th at.tfi*® point. The bridge was to cross from a park 
an, J~ c'ty side to the University grounds on the other, 

he aesthetic treatment demanded great care.
hrido^16 Foar(f °f Highway Commissioners designed 
struc6S tw° types for this crossing—a steel super
set Ure °n concrete piers, and a bridge composed of a 
of . ,S °f reinforced concrete arches. The estimated cost 
Sele 5 tw° types varied by only about $6,ooo, and the 
steej !°h became a question of type rather than cost. The 
the ' nc*"e reÇ|uired a long approach on the city side of 
C*'* in order to overcome the grade as it was not 
So ]a ere<f practicable to build a large steel structure with 
s*§fiU^e 3 ^ra<fe- This approach was at the best an un
ci^ ^ structure, and would have caused considerable 
fifth §t *"°r Property damage from residents of Twenty-

of g. reinforced concrete bridge was chosen because 
Siiitj ater permanency and better appearance, and as best 
Witjj11^ tFe requirements. An agreement was drawn up 
°ne-Hy °f Saskatoon by which they agreed to pay
Pared °f fhe cost of the structure. Plans were pre- 
fi°Or 3 consisting of a series of arches with a

°n a grade of 2.88 per cent. The total width of the

THE saskatoon traffic bridge

THE new traffic bridge which will supplant the 
present steel bridge at Saskatoon, is in its early 
stages of construction, and will probably be ready 
for use by December of next year. The present 

, was built in 1906-07, but during the past six years 
• le city has grown so rapidly that the structure is quite 

adequate to accommodate the large traffic crossing the 
. Ver- 1 he old bridge is built on concrete piers. It is 
/".cresting to note that the petition of 1904, asking for a 

'Çffe at Saskatoon, estimated the population at 1,200, 
he the 1901 census had placed it at 113, a conservative 
•matron of the present population being 26,000.

Early in 1912 the need of a new and larger bridge 
<s voiced, resulting in a thorough investigation on the 
rt of the Board of Highway Commissioners, and in 

Une of last year the site was selected. It was definitely 
ÿcded that

brid

the bridge should span the river between 
w, ,enty'fifth Street on the west and Saskatchewan Street, 

*cb bounds the University grounds, on the east. It 
c s agreed that only a very wide bridge would meet the

Cfturements.

Tw

bridge is to be 65 feet, and two 8-foot sidewalks are to 
be cantilevered from the roadway Provision was made 
for two street car tracks, and two 14-foot roadways.

The total length of the bridge and the retaining walls 
at its approaches is about 1,490 feet. It consists of one 
arch of 25 feet span, one arch of 66 feet span, one arch 
of 92 feet span, one arch of 103 feet span, one arch of 
136 feet span, four arches of 150 feet span, and one ir
regular arch of 94 feet span. The arches of 150 feet are 
notable as being longer in span than any in Canada.

The design was most carefully worked out and the 
allowable stresses are most moderate. The bridge is de
signed for a temperature range of from 50 degrees below 
zero to 90 degrees above. This variation of temperature 
is thought to be larger than that used in designing any 
other concrete bridge. .

Tenders were called for the construction of the bridge 
and closed on July 15. The R. J. Lecky Company, of 
Regina, was the lowest bidder and its tender was accept
ed. The price for the estimated quantities 
$240,000. Cement and reinforcing steel are to be sup
plied by the Board, and the estimated quantities are 725 
tons of reinforcing steel and 114,000 bags of cement. The 
cost of these must be added to the contract price to obtain 
the actual cost of the work.

The bridge was designed under the personal direction 
of Mr. A. J. McPherson, chairman of the Board of High
way Commissioners, by the engineering staff of the bridge 
branch, of which Mr. A. P. Linton is assistant chief en
gineer. Mr. Daniel B. Luten, of Indianapolis, who is an 
authority on concrete bridges, acted in an advisory 
capacity, and examined and approved the general arrange
ment and the working plans.

In Western Canada the bridge will only be surpassed 
in size and importance by the bridge over the North 
Saskatchewan at Battleford. It will, however, be by far 
the largest reinforced concrete bridge in this country, and 
will take high rank among the big bridges of the North 
American continent, 
the accepted design, a more detailed description of which 
will be published at a later date.

was some

The illustration gives an idea of

According to the report of Mr. J. McLeish on Economic 
Minerals and Mining Industries in Canada, these statistics 
are given for the total production of petroleum in the Prov
ince of New Brunswick; in ign, an aggregate of 2,461 lbs., 
valued at $3,019 ; and in 1912, 2,679 lbs., valued at $3,799.

Railway building in Western Canada is one of the won
ders of the age, over seven miles of new track being laid down 
for every day in the year. Each year the railway map of 
Western Canada shows hundreds of miles of extensions laid 
in all directions. The railway mileage of the Western Pro
vinces in 1900 was 3,680, "and is now 13,560 miles, and before 
long, instead of one, three transcontinental railroads will belt 
the prairies, with branches and feeders extending in every 
direction, opening up large areas of new territory for agri
cultural and commercial development. The railway extension 
programme laid down for completion this year by the Cana
dian Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Pacific 
Railways is the largest yet attempted. Active work is now 
in progress on the Hudson’s Bay Railway, which, in addition 
to forming a new outlet and more direct ocean communication 
for the Western Provinces, will open up a large area of new 
and undeveloped territory to the north. This extensive in
crease in transportation facilities will, without doubt, increase 
the acreage cultivated, which will in turn, create an ever- 
increasing demand for manufactured goods.
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9,441
2,946

6,740

6,262

$7,593
5,275
4,968

7,135
1,201

3,727

10,833
1,795

7,116

5,690

Cost of surface 

Per s£lPer mile

TABLE 1—APPROXIMATE COSTS OF ROADS COMPLETED IN 1912
Drainage, 

culverts and 
bridges 

total cost

Grading

foundation 
cost per mile

Length of 
calculationsType of Surface

Miles Sq. yds.
Macadam, 4^-in., trap rock,

bituminous binder ..................
Macadam, 5-in., local stone .. 
Macadam, 5-in., local stone .. 
Macadam, 3%-in., trap rock

bituminous binder....................
Gravel, 5-in......................................
Macadam, 4^-in., local stone, 

bituminous surface coat .... 
Concrete, 5-in., bituminous sur

face coat, concrete beam
bridge ..........................................

Gravel, 6-ig......................................
Macadam, 5 in., trap rock,

bituminous binder....................
Macadam, 4^-in., local stone,

bituminous binder....................
Macadam, 4-in., trap rock,

bituminous binder....................
Macadam, 5-in., local stone . . 
Sand and oil, 3^-in., mixed .. 
Macadam, 4-in., local stone,

bituminous binder....................
Macadam, 4iX-m., local stone,

bituminous binder....................
Sand and oil, 3-in., mixed .... 
Macadam, 5-in., trap rock .... 
Macadam, 5-in., trap rock,

concrete arch.............................
Macadam, 4-in., local stone .. 
Macadam, 4-in., trap rock, 

bituminous binder....................

.28 2,464
5,280
3,872

$ 907 $3,564
3,133
4,600

.60 592

.44 296

.68 5,984
12,496

1,348
2,4471.42

1.02 8,976 1,140141

.03 264 4,977
2,915

2,299
1.17 10,296 467

.43 3,784 1,1.40 3,602

2,8901.24 10,912 282

5,490
2,058
8,192

.96 8,448 3,731326

10,736
7,978

11,528

1.22 621
.85 318

1.31 1,131

264.03 4,727 10,166
1,3566,864.78 543

.72 6,336 1,581 1,525

Town

Amesbury....................

Ashby .............................
Ashby, 1911 ................
Bourne ......................

Chelmsford, 1911.... 
Dighton, 1911 ...........

Erving

Franklin, 1911 
Haverhill ....

Lakeville

Lanesborough

Montague, 1910 .... 
Plymouth, 1911 .... 
Raynham ....................

Salisbury, 1911 .........

Sandwich ..................
South Hadley ...........
Spencer, 1911 ...........

Swansea, 1911...........
Tyngsborough...........
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adam with an oil surface applied ; 2.24, gravel with the 
top service bound with bituminous binder. The costs 0 
construction of these highways are shown in the accom
panying Table L, in such a manner that comparisons 
may be made between the- different costs of work in d»" 
ferent portions of the $tate under varying conditions-

In Massachusetts, as elsewhere, the increase in travel 
by automobiles, and the use of motor trucks for lon& 
distances to and from cities, has augmented the question 
of maintenance into one of vital importance. The repor 
of the commission, from which this information is derjV" 
ed, states that in 1912 over $500,000 was spent in main' 
taining state highways, $200,000 of which was provide 
by direct appropriation by the Legislature and the balance 
secured from motor vehicle fees. (The total expenditure 
by the commission up to the end of last year for the con 
struction of state highways since the work began, amoun 
ed to $8,379,060.) Bituminous material was used j” 
maintenance work during 1912, on 283.55 miles, and 1 
construction on 21.38 miles, there existing at that time 
729.83 miles of state highway on which bituminous ma 
terial was used either in construction or maintenance- 
In his report, Mr. A. W. Dean, chief engineer, states- 
“While there have been a few failures of bituminou^ 
roads, the use of bituminous material seems at the Prese^s 
time to be an economical way of preserving the roa 
under the present traffic, and I recommend continuing t 
use of this material in construction and maintenance.

The commission is of the opinion that it is absolute^ 
necessary to-day to apply some form of dust layer 
bituminous binder to macadam roads, either by a surfaCj. 
application or by incorporating it into the upper 3 in- 
broken stone. If this is not done the roads will shot \ 
be destroyed by the high-speed motor vehicle travel. 1 
commission states that it has found the application 
bituminous binders under pressure produces more unif°( 
results than were formerly secured by the so-called grav 1 
method. The cost of maintaining the roads is over $5 

per mile per year and will probably be more in the futur6’
throug11

MASSACHUSETTS HIGHWAY COMMISSION 
REPORT, 1912.

THE Massachusetts Highway Commission has under 
its charge road work, motor vehicles and the 
supervision of telephone and telegraph companies, 
each with its own practically separate department. 

The commissioners are Col. Wm. D. Sohier, chairman ; 
Mr. F. D. Kemp, and Mr. Jas. W. Synan. The high
way department has charge of all road and bridge work, 
advice to municipal authorities, etc. At its head is the 
chief engineer, Mr. A. W. Dean, whose assistant is Mr. 
S. A. Parsons. The office engineering department which 
makes the surveys, prepares all plans and estimates, etc., 
is in charge of Mr. A. M. Lovis, and under him are em
ployed 20 to 50 engineers, draftsmen, instrumentmen and 
rodmen, depending on the season of the year and the 
amount of work on hand.

The State is divided into four divisions, each in 
charge of a division engineer, who has one or two assist
ants in charge of particular work, like “small town” 
work, maintenance, etc., and as many resident engineers 
are assigned to his division from time to time as are 
necessary to supervise and inspect the actual work which 
is in progress. Most of the principal engineers and as
sistants have been in the service for over to years, and 
quite a number for a much longer period. The various 
departments report to the commission through its 
secretary.

During the year ending November 30th, 1912, the 
commission completed 11.25 mües on contracts that were 
pending at the beginning of the year and 21.57 miles of 
roads commenced during the year, making a total of 
32.82 miles of construction for the year, or a grand total 
of 920.51 miles since work began. Construction was 
commenced, but not completed, on 20.16 miles of road 
in 1912.

Of the above 32.82 miles, 4.58 miles were of water- 
bound macadam ; 6.72, gravel ; 3.19, sand-bound with 
oil ; 12.02, bituminous macadam ; 3.93, water-bound mac- certainly until many miles of the older roads on
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Routes, especially near the cities and larger towns, where 
,e traffic is extremely heavy, have been reconstructed 
Hh some more permanent surface.

In a subsequent issue the part of the commission’s 
report dealing with the traffic census will be summarized.

rooted up with a scarifier or plow. Water is pumped in 
pipes for miles by gasoline engines. Stone and sand on 
some of the roads is unloaded with a grab bucket and 
many smaller and economical labor-saving devices are 
employed. Cement is mixed in a mechanical batch mixer.

“The cost of the roads averages from $12,000 to 
$16,000 per mile, as Wayne County has to have all ma
terials shipped in. It would be higher if it were not for 
our labor-saving devices. When far from the city the 
men are boarded and given cots in tented cities, 
have nearly 1,100 employees, and politics cut no figure 
in the employment of them.”

concrete roads in wayne county, mich.

w WeAYNE County, Michigan, in which Detroit is 
situated, is credited with having the finest 
system of concrete roadways in the world. 
They are over too miles in length. The upkeep 

expense is less than $5 per mile per year, which includes 
ffie cleaning of ditches and the cutting of weeds along the 
r°adside ; and they are always smooth and dustless.
. Practically every government report that has 
'ssued during the past five years has told of the failure of 
ffie ordinary macadam road to withstand the traffic of the 
Posent day. In New York State the maintenance ex
pense has gone as high as $1,000 per mile per year.
^'thin a few years these highways have had to be com- 
P etely rebuilt. The concrete highway, which originally 
c°sts a third more, is practically permanent. But several 
conditions govern the building of concrete roads which 
P'ust be observed. In the first place they must be placed 
onestly as to the proportion of gravel, sand and cement, 
ey must be “cured,” that is, watered and allowed to 

ftand for several weeks before being used ; and they must 
e built under good weather conditions. When these 
entures are complied with the concrete highway will 

generally last for many years without being touched.
1 ‘The Story of a Country Road” is the title of a 
booklet that Edward N. Hines, road commissioner of 
^ ayne County, is distributing, and which explains clearly 
°w the concrete road is made.

We prepare and shape the subgrade, roll it baid 
a 10-ton roller and lay the concrete right on the 

Natural sub-soil,” writes Mr. Hines. “Side rails are used 
when the concrete has become sufficiently hard to re- 

0ve the rail the finishers pare off the outer edges to pre- 
ent a sharp dividing line between the concrete and the 

gravel shoulders. ,
, Our trunk roads are built 16 feet wide with grave 

1 °tdders four feet wide on each side. The lesser- 
'"avellecl roads have 12 and 15 feet of concrete with a 
lnimum width over-all of 24 feet. We have also built 

VHCre*’e roads from 10 to 18 feet wide. They are always 
'de enough to make passing of teams or automobiles 
°'ng' in the opposite or the same direction very easy.

The concrete is put down wet so that no tamping is 
cessary after it is placed. When this is done no work- 
ar> is permitted in anyway to disturb the concrete by 

çj^PPing in it or throwing anything on it. Smoothing is 
"e with simple wooden floats.

• . Each day’s work is finished up to an expansion 
Ij lri*: and no more than 20 minutes is permitted to elapse 
^etween batches of concrete during the day. The work of 
Cge day is covered with canvass and the next day the 

-ass is removed and the concrete covered to a depth 
to k°ut two inches with any sand or loose soil available 
cret 6^P *e concrete from drying too rapidly. The 
Hot 6 ’S sPr*nkled continuously for eight days. Roads 

opened for traffic until at least two weeks after the 
concrete is put in place. 

r Machinery is used whenever the same or a better 
t\v U Can be secured and large hauling engines trail from 
Qr° to four wagons each loaded with stone or gravel. 
5 j.a ers are also drawn by steam, doing the work of from 

0 8 horses more efficiently and rapidly. Old roads are

A NOTABLE PONTOON BRIDGE.
been

A wooden pontoon bridge to temporarily cross the 
Panama Canal at Paraiso, is briefly described in the Canal 
Record. The plans are based upon designs obtained from 
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, which 
has used pontoon bridges of this type for many years. 
One of the most notable of its bridges is that over the 
Mississippi River at Prairie du Chien, Wis., which has 
been in service 35 or 40 years. In the construction of the 
Canal pontoon bridge, a somewhat simpler design will be 
followed, consisting of a timber scow 55 feet wide, 378 
feet long, and six feet deep. On top of this hull, a 
wooden trestle, following quite closely the ordinary type 
of construction, will be built to an elevation of about 113.5 
feet, and on this will be placed a railroad track and a 
highway for vehicles. The spans will be 14 feet between 
centres, and at these points, a transverse wooden truss, 
with iron rods, will be placed in the hull to carry the con
centrated loads. Lighter trusses, without rods, will be 
placed at 2-foot intervals between the heavier trusses. 
The sheathing on the hull will be four inches thick at the 
bottom and sides, and three inches on top. To minimize 
the bending and shearing stresses to which the structure 
will be subjected, the design includes two heavy stiffening 
trusses, the stringers under the rails being utilized as top 
chords, while the lower chords are placed at the bottom 
of the hull. In addition, there will be heavy longitudinal 
keelsons.

And

"nth

The bridge is designed for a train load of 4,000 
pounds per running foot. In order to reduce the expense 
of the approaches as much as possible, it is proposed to 
use as a connection between the bridge and the shore 
some of the spare lock gate girders, supported on rockers. 
These rocking approaches will have a downward grade 
when the water is at a low level, and an upward grade 
when it is at a high level. The pontoon will turn about 
a fixed pivot, and to avoid its projecting into the fairway 
of the canal, a recess will be excavated in the east bank, 
so that when the bridge is opened, it will leave the canal 
channel unobstructed. About 600,000 feet B.M. of yellow 
pine, or fir, timber, and 375,000 pounds of steel and iron, 
will be required.

Mr. Harry Croswell, surveyor and prospector, after a 
visit to the Si-bola Creek goldfields, B.C., gave it as his opin
ion that immense wealth in gold, copper, lead, iron and zinc 
lies buried in British Columbia awaiting the opening up of 
railways and other means of transportation to make it pos
sible for prospectors and miners to penetrate to the heart of 
the province. At present owing to natural obstructions, it is 
impossible to reach the wild districts where these minerals 
undoubtedly abound.

con- 
are-

last



The practice of reducing the live load figured on the 
footing of a building over a certain height eliminates the 
above to some extent, though it would appear more 
logical to allow a greater live load reduction on the in
terior footings than on the exterior footings.

The principle underlying the design of a simple foot
ing is that the portion inside the dotted lines which 
at a 30-inch slope from the edge of the cap, in Fig. 1, are 
considered as self-supporting, and the portions outside 
these lines, i.e., the shaded portions in plan, are to be 
carried as cantilevers.

are

An example of the above is as follows 1— 
Allowable soil

400,000 lbs. ; size of 
cap = 2' 4ff x 3' 4" x

pressure — 4,000 lbs. ; load on column = 
= 24,z x 24" ; size of

load 400,000
Required area of footing = pressure =

soil
100 sq. ft. = io' o" x io' o".

4,000

Total soil reaction represented by shaded portion : 
(2.33 X 2.33) + (2.33x2.17) X 4,000= 17.5 X 4,000.

Since this reaction is to be distributed over 5.17 ft.
17.5 x 4,000 lbs.

the reaction per ft. width = . Then area
5-i7

DESIGN OF FOOTINGS IN REINFORCED 
CONCRETE.

By A. N. Worthington,
Trussed Concrete Steel Company, of Canada, Limited.

THE design of footings in a reinforced concrete 
building presents perhaps more unusual features 
and difficulties than does any other portion of the 
building. This is due to a great extent to the fact 

that very little satisfactory information may be obtained 
on the subject from texts.

The first step, of course, is the calculation of the 
column loads. Great care must be exercised in this par
ticular, as unequal pressure on the soil from two adjacent 
columns will, in all probability, result in cracking of the 
beams and slabs.

Consider a building, say, five stories high. The load 
which will come on the wall column footing is usually 
about 70% dead load which is always present, and about 
30% live load which is seldom all present ; while the load 

interior column footing is about 40% dead load and 
60% live load.
on an

From this it is readily seen that unless 
the above facts have been considered in the design, the 
load under average conditions is less per square foot on 
the interior footings than the exterior footings.on

\
Sp

K
i5111 ü*

».

1

Fig. 1.

2.91 x 1217.5 x 4,000
of steel required =

= 1.54 sq. ins.
In the case where the edge of a building extends to 

the lot line, and it is not permissible to encroach on the 
neighboring property, it is seen that the load on 
ings would be of an eccentric nature which would cause 
the footing to have an overturning tendency and throw 
tension into the outer face of the column. This may b6

x
.86 x 16,000 x 225-i7

the foot-

m13& m.

Zo/~ ~7ms7zr/o/->

. ._. _ . ._.
TEr&ftsTÿ S?//? /S/^n5yr7<e'

Fig. 2.

overcome by tying the wall column footing to an interiof 
column footing by means of a wide concrete beam. An* 
other method of accomplishing this, of course, would be 
to employ a raft footing spanning the entire length of the 
building along the walls. The former, however, is, under 
average loads, better engineering practice and more 
nomical, and the writer will endeavor to illustrate brie»" 
the designing of a footing by this method.

In the plan and section shown in Fig. 2, as previous!) 
assumed in simple footings, the portions inside the dotte 
lines are self-sustaining and the remaining portions aI"e 
carried as cantilevers. The load which the beam 
sustain will be the sum of the areas of these cantilever6 
portions and the area of the beams multiplied by 
allowable soil pressure.

eco-

wiH

Jl
d_

b

£(Z&nfre16

S-

Fig. 3.

The most important adjustment to be made in ^ 
design is to have the centre of pressure of the colum 
loads passing through the centre of gravity of the are# 
supporting them. If these areas do not coincide, the s°‘ 
will settle on the side which is most heavily loaded, whiÇ^ 
condition may result in cracking the beams and slabs 1 
the floors above, if not in failure.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER554 Volume 25.
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A complete design of a footing of this type would be 
as follows : 
columns 
load

With this information 
of the footing. (See Fig. 4.)

The depth of the footing is governed by the shear 
along the line c—c— and is equal per foot to the area of 
a strip one foot wide and 3.65 feet long multiplied by the 
soil pressure = 14,600 lbs.

Safe resisting value of concrete to shear = 60 lbs.
Therefore, resisting shear = 60 lbs. x- 22 x 12 = 

15,840 lbs.
Therefore the assumed thickness of 24" is correct.
The area of steel in the footings is found in a way 

similar to that used previously in simple footings. The 
reinforcement is placed in one direction only in footing 
“A” and that at right angles to the beam and both ways 
in footing “B.”

may now design the shapewe
Let us consider a building in which the 

are spaced 24' o" 
on the wall column 

n the interior 
tance

Thecentre to centre.
A” is 267,500 lbs., and 

Dis-column “B” is 504,000 lbs.
°f centre of pressure from line x-x (Fig. 2) 

moment of loads about x-xsa

sum of loads
(504,000 x 24) + (267,500 x o)

= i5-679 ft-
771,500

T° distribute the area so that the centre of gravity of 
Wç af-ea Corrcsponds with the centre of pressure of loads, 
dedassume a rectangle, a b, with two pieces, c d, 
hol(j1Cte<^ ^rom it in such a way that the above condition

Let area required to resist load at given soil pressure /O- Q -~7- UjL"
* P sq. ft.

Therefore P =
I

a b — 2 c d 
P + a b seoao *per /r •36000 **/>er

C = &SOC*/3er fr

2 d
a b2

^foment of whole rectangle (Fig. 3) = _gxz-<p"

Fig. 5.2
■^ornent of portion to be deducted = 2 c d y 

°nient of adjusted portion = (a b — 2 c d) x
ab2

e In the design of the beam, we have to consider the 
loading, as shown in the diagram (Fig. 5), found by the 
method already described. The span of the beam is 
figured as 24' o".

Therefore (a b — 2 c d) x e = 

a b2
---------- (ab — 2 c d) x e

— 2 c d y
2

Y = 36000 x 7 x 18.12
Let reaction = = 190,000 pds.2

24
6800 x 102 c d

7 using these formulae we would proceed as follows : 
Total load = 711,500 lbs.
^rea required to resist this load with allowable soil 

$Ure °f 4)000 lbs. = 192.875 sq. ft.

23 -6 ~

— 34,000 pds.R
2

36000 x 6.08 x 300
= 27,750 pds.Pres 24

Total = 251,750 pds.
/JZ-2- '

Maximum bending moment will occur at centre of 
span and = (25175 x 12) — (36000 x 7.3 x 8.66) -+

5 5l a (6800 x 5 x —) = 833,000 foot-pounds.

833000 x 12
IE b* 2i

— 15.72 sq. in.Area of steel =
.86 x 160 x 46

Fig. 4.

Assuming size of original rectangle as g1 o11 x 2g1 6ff, 
C s- 29"5 x 9 — 192.875

This result is the area of steel required for the entire 
width of beam.

Therefore, area required per foot of width =
= 2.65 I5-72

= 9-25 sq. in.2 x 10
Therefore i-7size of pieces to be deducted = 10' o" x3,6S ft. As the available depth of concrete will not develop 

this steel in compression it will be necessary to place ad
ditional steel in the compressive side of the beam.

The above is only one of a number of ways of arriv
ing at these results and, as mentioned previously, only 
one of a number of accomplishing the desired end. It 
may, however, be stated in conclusion that the type of 
footing designed by this method has been recently em
ployed in numerous buildings with unvarying success.

29-5SoIving for Y = x 29.5 — (9 x 2.95 x9 x
2

2 x 10 x 3.65 
3920 — (4160 — 1142)

*5677 _
20 * 3-65 X 15.69)

*2. 733 ft.
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together, and the whole operation of sewage treatment 
could be conducted on a much smaller area.

In the course of a research on another matter, one of 
the authors had occasion to study the reactions of an or* 
ganism occurring in nature in pit water impregnated wit 
iron. This organism is a true facultative organism, Pre 
ferably an aerobe, and exercises a specific action on *f°n 
solutions.

The action of the bacillus on iron solutions proceed5 
in two stages, in which the aérobic and anaérobie actionS 
appear to be symbiotic, at any rate under the conditi°nS 
occurring in nature. The aérobic action is to precipitaf 
ferric hydroxide from iron solutions, while the anaëroblC 
action is to transform the hydroxide thus precipitated i1,1:0 
bog ore, with partial reduction of the iron to a ferruS 
state. It was found that in order to precipitate the it0® 
sufficiently the organism required a certain proportion 0 
albuminoid organic matter. It was therefore natural 
expect that ordinary sewage matter could be utilized ,n 
this way. Experiment, in fact, showed that a sewa£c 
effluent could be effectively clarified in this way whea 
acted upon by this organism in presence of small qua1^ 
titles of ferric salts, aérobic conditions being maintain6 
in the liquid by means of a current of air.

The process, therefore, by which it is proposed ,0 
clarify sewage is, in the first place, to remove the groSf( 
solids, either in a plain sedimentation tank, an Emsc*16 
tank, or a Dibdin slate bed, in such a manner, i-e-’ ^ 
shall give rise to the least amount of putrefactive chanë 
in the liquid portion of the sewage. The effluent ff0 
this preliminary process would be led into a second tan j 
where it is inoculated with the organism, a small dose ^ 
ferric salt is added, and air blown through till clarify 
tion sets in. A period of settlement is then allowed 0 
precipitation of the coagulated matter, and eventually * f 
clear liquid is run off, either for rapid final filtration of 
direct discharge into the stream. The precise mode 
action of the organism is not yet fully worked out, but ^ 

likely that simultaneous precipitation and so^u*'*0(j 
takes place, some of the organic matter being convef 
into amido derivatives, and some being coagulated 3 
thrown down with the ferric hydroxide.

The ordinary methods of sewage analysis fail to 
veal the change which has really taken place during1 * 1 
process, as they do not differentiate between organic 3 , 
nitrogenous material in the colloidal and crystaflo|d.. 
states respectively. It should be pointed out that a f3'fj<. 
strong solution of amido acids, which are the end pro<Hd 
of protein degradation, is not necessarily putrefact* ^ 
though they require oxygen for their final conversion 1 . 
nitrate. A recent unpublished research by Mr. R- 
Beesley, a co-worker of the authors, has shown that 
is no great difference between the rate of oxidati°n ^ 
substances such as uric acid and glycin, and s'rI1^l)(i 
bodies such as urea. It may be anticipated, therefor6’^ 
all grounds,, that the clarified liquid resulting ^TOtn^e(i 
process as above described can be oxidized at a v 
rapid rate. .

As the conditions during the process are maint3'11 s 
as far as possible, aérobic throughout, and there is 3^ 
a certain amount of ferric hydrate present to oxidize ^ 
fensive sulphur compounds, it is not anticipated t*ialeei' 
aération can give rise to nuisance, and none ^aS. .0n5 
observed in laboratory trials where these cond1 1 jj-fi 
have been fulfilled. Experiments in the laboratory 
quantities up to four litres have shown that it is p°sS 
to clarify a strong fæcal emulsion in this way.

PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE EFFLUENT.

By Gilbert J. Fowler and E. Moore Mumford.

I T will hardly be disputed that the most costly part of a 
modern sewage works, certainly in capital expendi
ture and often in revenue charges, is the filtration 
area. Just as the difficulty of land treatment of the 

sewage of large cities forced on the consideration of more 
compact processes, so these in their turn are becoming 
impracticable when great centres of population have to 
be considered. This conclusion was impressed upon 
the senior author of this paper when called upon recently 
to report on the proposals of the Metropolitan Sewerage 
Commission of New York for the disposal of the sewage 
of that city. This conclusion was shared by his colleague, 
Mr. J. D. Watson, who reported simultaneously from an 
engineering point of view.

The area and cost of filter-beds depends mainly, it 
will be found, on the amount of colloidal matter present 
in the sewage, and much confusion of ideas is probably 
due to the fact that the ordinary sewage filter, be it 
tact or trickling, is called upon to do two entirely different 
things at the same time—viz., on the one hand to oxidize, 
granulate, and finally discharge as humus the colloidal 
matters present, and on the other to oxidize and nitrify 
substances in true solution.

con-

A very open grade deep filter is best suited for the 
first purpose, a shallow fine-grained filter is the most 
nomical for the second, 
well clarified by sedimentation can, by accurate distribu
tion, be very efficiently purified on filters of fine material, 
but even then the area and cost involved when exception
ally large works are under consideration make the 
problem a very serious one. For these and other reasons 
the thoughts of many workers in sewage treatment have 
been turned to the possibility of more efficient removal cf 
colloidal matter before the filtration

eco-
It is true that a tank effluent

process.
Hitherto almost the only practical method has been 

heavy chemical precipitation. The cost and difficulty of 
this process when really efficiently carried out (and it 
should be emphasized that a mere perfunctory addition cf 
a few grains per gallon of precipitant is money thrown 
away) become very great as the volume of sewage in
creases. Not only are enormous quantities of chemicals 
necessary, but the disposal of the vast volume of resultant 
sludge, without menace in some way to the community, 
becomes increasingly difficult and costly.

The thought which has been in the minds of the 
authors of the present paper has been to find a method of 
obtaining a thoroughly clarified effluent without the use 
of large quantities of chemicals and with the minimum 
production of sludge. By a thoroughly clarified effluent 
is meant one which will not eventually deposit solid mat
ter either on the bottom of a stream into which it flows 
or in the interstices of a bacterial filter. It is clear that 
in a sewage filter a combined oxidation and coagulation 
of the colloidal matter must

seems

thef®
of

go on, resulting in the pro
duction of the so-called residual humus, which either is 
collected in humus tanks or is periodically washed out of 
the medium. If this oxidizing and coagulating process 
could be brought about by suitable open-tank treatment 
before the filtration process, it is obvious that the latter 
could be enormously accelerated, if not dispensed with al-

* From a paper read at the Exeter (England) Con
gress of the Royal Sanitary Institute.
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it

obt ' lmP'd, sparkling and non-putrefactive effluent
the ^rom domestic sewage drawn from a sewer near
che t a*30ratory. Ordinary tank effluent from the Man-
been ^ ^orPorat'on sewage works at Davyhulme has
0t]i rendered non-putrefactive n incubation. So far
iro aPProximate estimates c n b given of the amount of
Exn S^t re9u*red and the dur tioi
galleriments would indicate that
rIon >s the maximum
naurs

PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES IN QUEBEC.was
if

Public health legislation in the Province of Quebec 
began in the reign of Louis XVI., when Canada was still 
under the French regime. The system has been steadily 
extending since Canada passed under English domination 
in I795> until the present decade, which has witnessed a 
marked spread of recognition and power.

The provincial by-laws concerning municipalities, 
establish a standard which all municipalities have to 
obey, but in no way prevents them from making muni
cipal regulations, which would be more adapted to their 
needs, provided that, in the opinion of the Provincial 
Board of Health, such municipal regulations are at least 
equivalent to the provincial provisions.

In October, 19091 the Board organized a sanitary 
engineering division, which took charge of waterworks 
and sewerage systems, and which makes a systematic 
sanitary survey of all the rivers of the province. Up to 
date, the Ottawa River, the des Prairies River, and the 
Richelieu River have been surveyed.

In 1910 it was decided to divide the province into ten 
sanitary districts, six of which have since been organized, 
with an inspector located in each.

At the present time careful attention is being gi 
to the important question of the pollution of streams. As 
so many of the cities and towns of Quebec are using 
these streams to supply the citizens with the water 
necessary for drinking and domestic purposes, it is re
garded by the Provincial Board of Health as absolutely 
imperative that proper legislation be enacted to prevent 
streams being polluted to such a degree that it might in
crease unfairly the burden of the municipalities which, 
have to go to these streams for their supply of water.

b

n

1 grain of iron-salt per
, ------------- need, and that a total of twelve

sefti tankage—i.e., six hours' aération and six hours’
ement—will be sufficient.

S
5
s
6

growth 5e^arc*s the inoculation of the organism, once the 
no cjjQ- aas been established in a tank there appears to be 
Of watCU^ ’n maintaining it. The fact that large bodies 
^an , er ln the old colliery workings at Worsley, near 
ev*deneSter,_are teeming with the organism, is sufficient 
erected6 *tS vitality- An experimental plant has been 
of acc at the University of Manchester which will permit 
s0ffici Ufate observations of this process to be made, and 
on tL ent data to be collected to serve as a basis for work 
^tionffi ar^6r sca^e- It is already evident that the con- 
of ajr n? factor is the cost of an air blast ; the pressure 
to f,e y.1 ’ °f course, depend simply on the depth of water 
dition °'Vn through, and a number of engineering con- 

S naturally affect this part of the problem.
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f

requir -|S reasonable to suggest that much of the power 
lecte,j f Could be obtained on the one hand from gas col- 
ae-p fhe fermentation of the main bulk of the sew-
ProCes 1 s’ cither in Emscher tanks or by some kindred 
often °r t*le available from the aërating tank might
In an a<" m't of the water-head being turned into power. 

■brin• event the authors believe that they are justified in 
it f the idea forward 

ay be di

WaysEhPerimentS on t^le acration of sewage in different 

t)r. jy ave’ of course, been made by different observers. 
Roya] and Mr. Dibdin, in Vol. 2 of the Report to the 
in jgg ommission on Metropolitan Sewage Discharge, 
aëratj ‘f’ describe a large number of experiments on the 
COnjü°n.°f London sewage. In 1888, Mr. Hartland, in 
CbaftibCtl°n w*fh Mr. Kaye-Parry, patented an aération 
Sydne er /°r Purification of tank effluent. In 1892, Mr. 
ti°n p ’ Lowcock conducted experiments on the aëra- 
l°ng s .her-beds by a forced air supply. Dr. Adeney’s 
On r,es of careful researches have thrown great light 
Pleteiv ck®mical changes occurring when sewage is com- 
,L pr °xidized by prolonged aération. In 1897 one of 
-.»c Se.nt authors carried out extensive experiments on 
receril;, atl°n of tank effluent under various conditions, and 

^essrs- Black and Phelps have carried out a 
[ ,°f experiments on the aération of New York sew-

»<£i,eth

;
s

f

r
at this congress in order that 

scussed from different points of view. TUNGSTEN.r
f

The tungsten bearing mineral scheelite has been found 
at a number of localities in Canada, but the only place at 
which it has been worked commercially is at Scheelite Mines, 
Moose River district, N.S., according to report by J. McLeish, 
in Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada. 
Here it occurs in quartz veins cutting the quartzites and 
slates of the gold bearing series, 
carry mispickel and several other minerals but are not gold 
bearing. A mill has been erected and about 15 tons of con
centrated ore (72 per cent, sheelite) have already been shipp
ed. Sheelite also occurs in the Malaga gold mining district, 
Halifax county, while at one locality near South East Margaree 
in Inverness county, C.B., from 300 to 500 lbs. of hiihnerite 
(Fe, Mn) W04 were recovered from a large detached mass ol 
quartz. The mineral has also been noted at New Ross, in 
Lunenburg county, and at Perry Lake, West Waverley, Hali
fax county, N.S.

In the province of Quebec, scheelite has been found in 
Beauce county, in a quartz vein traversing Pre-Cambrian 
rocks, while in Ontario it is found occurring in small nodular 
masses in parts of the veins around Pearl Lake, Porcupine 
gold mining district.

In British Columbia its occurrence has been noted in 
quartz veins on the Meteor claim, Slocan City mining division, 
West Kootenay, and also in the Cariboo district at Hard
scrabble creek where the scheelite appears to be very irregular, 
ly distributed in the country rock.

In the Yukon territory at Dublin gulch, scheelite is en
countered in small water worn nodules of yellowish color, 
which are caught in the sluice boxes at Highet Creek.

The mineral is employed in the steel manufacturing in
dustry making a tungsten steel of high tensile strength.

t

The quartz veins also
I

the
the

e subject is also being studied by the chemists 
assachusetts State Board of Health.

-.c Use advance claimed in the present communication is 
Mth ;re a specific organism found in nature, together 
that is°n Sa*ts, to effect the clarification of the effluent— 
IfOtp coagulation of the colloidal matter as distinct
P$e a ? Purification of the effluent taken as a whole. To 
does n^lrnPle illustration, the addition of a little rennet 
^holg , aPPreciably alter the composition of milk as a 
^he ’ l,t separates it into a solid and liquid portion. 
result ;neav9r °f the authors has een to obtain a similar 
Pcecip;/1 t^le Case of a sewage tan effluent ; to collect the 

?h«Sr>ate<d colloids, and purify the liquid portions by 
"'iffi Su^e<! filters, or it may be in large tanks stocked 

1 a°*e aquatic plants.
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andfrom wheat, in addition to two screenings separators 
two flax separators.

At the south end of the working house a drying P^n 
is installed in a separate building. This has a capaci y 
of 48,000 bushels per day, and is for drying damp, tong 

grain, and putting such grain in condition 1°

À revetment wall is being built around three 
the site, which contains about 32 y? acres. The site was 
formerly covered by water, but is now being filled in lev

GOVERNMENT ELEVATOR AT PORT ARTHUR.

HE construction of the Dominion Government grain 
elevator at Port Arthur has reached the final 
stages and the structure is just being put into 
commission. The machinery is practically all in

stalled and the high potential power line into the plant is 
almost completed.
Canadian Pacific and Canadian Northern access to the 
elevator and arrangements will shortly be made to give 
the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway a similar connection.

T
or wet
storage. sides of

Tracks have been laid to give the

■The elevator is of reinforced concrete construction 
throughout, except that in the walls of the working house 
brick panelling is used in a skeleton of reinforced con- 

This latter construction was used to facilitate rapid
Sh ■ SW

crete.
erection of the house, and adds to its appearance as well. 
No inflammable material is included in either building or

4 11t ‘hr.«5*ef|Fr||
I y

«SU R II * '

machinery.
The elevator will be operated by electric power 

throughout, and a separate motor has been installed for 
each machine. Twenty cars can be unloaded simultane
ously, the unloading capacity of the house being about 
forty cars per hour. An interlocking device connecting 
the valves of the car hoppers prevents any possibility of 
mixing the contents of one car with those of another. The 
normal loading capacity to boats will be about 75,000 
bushels per hour, but for the first hour this can be in
creased to 115,000 bushels.

mum

Another View of the Structure.

feet longwith the top of the revetment wall. A slip 1,200 
will provide ample space for the largest lake boats along

Four lines of railroad trackside the working house.
extend through the house and beyond it for a distance 
800 feet, so that eighty cars can be spotted at one 
and taken into the house by the car pullers. Provis*0 
has been made for increasing the capacity of the eleva
____ total of ten million bushels, should additional capacl
be required, and the site affords ample space for incre 
ing this capacity still further.

of
time,

to a

The production of peat in 1912 in Canada given in 
McLeish’s report on Economic Minerals and Mining Indus 
was 700 tons, and was valued at $2,900.

wasThe total production of pig-iron in Canada in i913 
1,014,587 short tons and of steel ingots and castings 957- 
short tons. That the domestic production is insufficient 
meet home demands is indicated by the large imports w 
in 1912 exceeded 1,300,000 tons of pig-iron, ingots, bl°°

nail5’
far aS

681

The Government Elevator at Port Arthur in Course 
of Erection.

etc., plates, bars and rods, structural steel, rails, pipe, 
wire forgings, castings, etc. The opportunity in so 
the market is concerned for the development of Canadian 1 
resources is evident.

The Eighth Annual Convention of the Federation ^ 
Trade Press Association in the United States will be be* jJ_ 
the Hotel Astor in New York, September 18th, 19th and 30 
It is expected that a great majority of the technical and tra 
journals in Canada will be represented. Relative to J 
nalism of this nature, it is stated that the capital investe ^ 
trade journals in the United States has been estimate 
not less than $50,000,000, and that the Federal papers g 
sent a capital investment of more than $35,000,000. 
Federation was organized in 1906. At the start it concern^ 
itself chiefly with press problems, but in later years ni 
consideration has been given to ways and means of prom0 
best interests of the trade press in many other direc 1 
Managers, manufacturers and advertising men interest* 
the idea of business promotion through trade press effic'eI1 ,3 
which are to be featured at the coming Convention, sfl ^ 
consider well the invitation to attend, as there will be 
and addresses to all these, as well as to paper and 
publishers.

The working house towers to a height of 185 feet 
above the water level. It contains seventy-five circular 
bins of about 7,000 bushels capacity each, fifty-six inter
space bins of 3,000 bushels and thirty-six outer-space bins 
of 1,500 bushels capacity each. Its total capacity is about 
750,000 bushels. The storage house has seventy circular 
bins, each 24 feet in diameter and ninety feet in height 
of 30,000 bushels capacity, together with fifty-four inter
spaces of about 8,000 bushels capacity each. The total 
capacity of the elevator is 3,250,000 bushels. In design
ing the elevator especial provision was made for a large 
number of bins of small capacity for storing small lots of 
grain that may require separate binning.

The working house is equipped with ten hopper 
scales of 2,000 bushels capacity, with a garner of equal 
capacity over each scale. The elevator legs are as fol
lows : five for receiving, five for shipping, five for clean
ing, one for screenings, one for drying, one for oats, and 
two for flax. Fifteen sets of receiving cleaners are pro
vided for cleaning oats, wheat and barley, and fifteen ad
ditional cleaners can be installed when they are needed. 
Special machines are also installed for separating oats
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WATERWAY STRUCTURES.* 18 tons, and waterway structures over this span must 
be designed,_ “in accordance with standard engineering 
practice,” to stand a load of 15 tons without planking.

In addition to the duty of designing all State-aid 
bridges and culverts, the State Highway Commission 
has imposed upon it by law the duty of approving as 
to their safety and engineering sufficiency the plans of 
all bridges constructed with county aid. In the seven 

of the existence of the Wisconsin Highway 
Commission and its predecessor in highway work, the 
Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, 
have designed about 1,000 highway bridges of a span 
exceeding 10 feet for counties, and about 400 bridges 
exceeding 6 feet in span, and innumerable culverts under 
this span for the State-aid construction. In addition to 
this, we have approved the plans for probably 500 bridges 
not designed by our engineers, but simply checked as 
to engineering sufficiency. Actual culvert and bridge 
construction under our own designs has cost about 
$2,000,000.

We may roughly divide our bridge superstructures 
into five classes as follows :—

By A. R. Hirst,
State Highway Engineer of Wisconsin.

^ Among the most important considerations affecting 
life Constructi°n °f public roads is that of drainage. The 

e of.every road structure depends upon the drainage 
b and the culverts and bridges necessary must

mit not only to serve the purpose of drainage, but 
Th -Sfrve a^so the convenience and safety of travel.

. e failure of a road results only in the additional ex-
tL Ce necessary to replace it in proper condition, but 
t t ailure of a bridge results also in the suspension of 
Co ^ ’ anc^ ^ ^ occurs at the wrong moment, may cause 
to |Sl*c erabl<‘ loss of property and possibly injury or death 

those travelling the road.
bj , <0r many years both the design and erection of 
the Wa^ bridges was practically entirely in the hands of 

steel bridge companies, who used their opportunity 
utmost, an decorated the landscape with struc- 

which had little to commend them except the fat 
they brought from an unknowing public.

Within the last few

seasons

we

t(> the 
tiires 
Prices

take Create(i highway commissions which have effectually 
abl n t*le Pr°hlem of bridge design, and a consider- 
stre change for the better has occurred, both in the 
tio k'm of bridge superstructures and in the founda- 
WheS’ more especially in the latter, which was the place 
flcjere most of the older structures were especially de- 
rria nt’ ^ one P°mt of weakness can be selected from the 

Ss °f general ineffectiveness. 
tbe f Properly designed waterway structure should fulfil 

ollowing requirements :—
Wat Waterway sufficient to carry off promptly the 

er coming to it.
Uridg2 • ^>roPer foundations to bear the loads, resist 

rmining, and give long service.
Of 3. Superstructure designed to bear for a long period 

^ ars any load which may legally be imposed upon it. 
as Superstructure wide enough and so constructed 

serve the comfort and convenience of travel.
5- Economy of maintenance.

sixth factor, that of aesthetic design and fitness 
structure to the surroundings, has been and is 

Prob L?ns^ered in bridge and culvert design, but will 
ciatja° y be demanded more and more as public appre- 

en of the value of pleasing design grows. 
into n ^e short compass of this paper we cannot enter 
°f a 3 ^*Scussi°n °f bridge design, or give any details 
s0niny sPecific type of structure. We will, however, give 
wave acc°unt of the standard practice in the State high- 

fsUfFlc'XV°rk Wisconsin, and probably this will be 
lent evidence as to' what constitutes a proper water-
structure.

bryiscMsi"

Class 1.—Spans from 18 inches to 10 feet.—Almost 
invariably constructed of reinforced concrete of the slab 
type. We are building even the smallest culverts of 
reinforced concrete, as we find in Wisconsin that they 
entirely serviceable, easily constructed, and in probably 
50 per cent, of the cases cost less than any other type 
of culvert except wood, which is not allowed on any of 
our work. The smallest concrete structure 
building is 18 in. x 12 in., as we have found the smaller 
sizes equally as expensive and very easily blocked with 
ice and debris.

In some cases where the foundation conditions 
extraordinarily soft and difficult, or concrete materials 
are not reasonably available, we use culverts of 
gated metal with concrete or stone end walls, but such 
culverts are used only where it is impracticable to 
concrete, and probably not- 1 per cent, of our culverts 

built of this material. Vitrified clay is not used 
at all on State-aid work, as they have been found almost 
invariably to crack by filling and freezing. Concrete 
pipes moulded in place and afterwards moved to the job 
are not used for the same reason. Under conditions 
favorable to their use, both make excellent culvert, and 
we could recommend them in less severe climates. Cast- 
iron water pipe has not been used on account of its cost, 
which invariably exceeds that of concrete.

We find in the small concrete culverts from 18 
inches to 10 feet the average cost per cubic yard com
plete, including the excavation and back-filling, is about 
$8.00, and very seldom runs above $10.00 per cubic 
yard ; sometimes as low as $6.00.

Class 2. Spans 10 feet to 40 feet.—Either rein
forced concrete, the slab type up to 18 feet and the 
through girder type up to 40 feet, or I-beam structures 
with concrete floors are used. We are building many true 
reinforced concrete bridges, but with public lettings 
open to any bidder, the workmanship and finished appear
ance has been so poor in many cases that we are using 
more I-beam structures than we otherwise would. In 
the case of I-beams, a five-inch concrete floor is placed 
on top of the I-beams, and the corrugated arch type of 
support for the concrete between the I-beams is but 
seldom used.

Class 3.—Spans from 40 to 80 feet.—We are using 
the Warren riveted pony truss practically exclusively, 
though a few plato girders are being used where the 
conditions of hauliny are favorable. All of these struc
tures have concrete floors.

years, however, many States

are

we are now

are

corru-

use

are now

af the
•ittl

way
is a State-aid State, and gives State aid 

_ Ses and culverts, as well as to road construction. 
cOterW'ay structures ^ feet and under in span are 
able r as culverts, and are built out of the funds avail- 
strUc.°r ^e construction of the road. All waterways 
atgj Ures over 6 feet in span are considered as bridges, 
the g4Ust be provided for by separate appropriations, 

ate paying 20 per cent, of their cost instead of 
3 Per cent, as in the case of culverts on roads.

that c jSConsin has a drastic bridge law, which provides 
Or reCLl Vei"ts under 18 in. in span must be so constructed 
^constructed as to stand without planking a load of

t)
All

33 7

Alick ^ac* at American Road Congress, held at Detroit, 
’ ' cptember 29th to October 4th, 1913.
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Class 4.—Spans from 80 to 135 feet.—We use the 
riveted Pratt high truss with a horizontal top chord, also 
with a reinforced concrete floor.

Class 5.—Spans over 135 feet.—We use a Pratt 
riveted high truss with a curved top chord. Practically 
all of these larger spans are also built with a reinforced 
concrete floor. Very seldom do we use a pin connected 
truss, either for Class 4 or 5, probably not once in twenty- 
five cases.

From our cost figures on all bridges so far con
structed, we find that for any span the price erected 
(including substructure and superstructure) figures out 
very closely to $40 per linear foot of the over-all span. ■ 
Reinforced concrete floors average about 20 cents per 
square foot. Steel in plate girder and truss spans aver
ages from $25 to $70 a ton erected, and I-beam spans 
figure from $50 to $60 a ton erected.

Widths of Structures.—We have adopted for widths 
for concrete culverts and bridges the standards recom
mended by the Association of State Highway Depart
ment, which are as follows :—
First Class Roads.

Culverts under 12 ft. span, minimum width 24 ft.
Slab bridges over 12 ft. span, minimum width 20 ft.
All other concrete spans, minimum width.. 20 ft.
Very long bridges less if necessary.

Second Class Roads.
Culverts less than 12 ft. span, minimum width 20 ft.
Slab bridges over 12 ft. span, minimum width 18 ft.
All other concrete bridges, minimum width. 18 ft.

Third Class Roads.
Culverts less than 12 ft. span, minimum width 20 ft.
Slab bridges over 12 ft. span, minimum width 18 ft.
Longer bridges may be, minimum width.... 16 ft.

is not so necessary, as it can be inspected and its com
pliance with the specifications determined after erection 
at the time acceptance is to be given.

As to methods of letting the work. We have found 
it necessary to have open competition and sealed bids 
on bridge work, and by asking for mailed bids on all 
work have established true competition, and have to a 
very large extent broken up the old system of “pooling, 
and combinations of the bridge agents who may be on 
the ground at the letting. We furnish complete plans for 
foundations and for reinforced concrete, I-beam and plate 
girder spans, and all bidders submit prices on our uni
form plans. For truss spans, we furnish the truss 
diagram showing the stresses in the truss members and 
the make-up of the truss members, floor system, and 
principal connections, and the successful bidder submits 
for approval the shop drawings before fabrication is com
menced. For trusses, we believe the latter system is 
preferable to that of furnishing complete shop drawings) 
as it allows manufacturers to follow their standard 
shop practice in detailing so long as these details are 
satisfactory.

The proper design for culverts and bridges is an 
engineering problem which should always be left to 
engineers. Probably a State highway department can 
handle it more economically than can private engineers, 
as so many bridges will be built of one span that super
structure plans can be standardized, and even the same 
foundation plan may fit several bridges. The cost 01 
designing, letting and accepting bridges in Wisconsin 
has averaged about 3)4 per cent, of the total cost- 
inspection has been paid for separately by the local units- 
It would probably be better to have a State inspector on 
each bridge, but we have gotten very good results 
through local inspection at probably 25 per cent, of the 
cost of placing a man on each job. Important jobs should 
have a skilled inspector by all means.Steel bridges are built almost invariably with a 16-ft. 

roadway ; that is, 16 ft. clear distance between trusses 
or rails, no matter what the class of road, although for 
spans under 80 ft. some 18-ft clear roadways have been 
built.

MODERN DITCH DIGGING.

Machines are rapidly supplanting manual labor in dig
ging trenches for water mains, sewers, irrigation, etc. The 
illustration below, which was made from a photograph taken 
by Willis Chipman, C.E., of Toronto, shows one of many dh'

Abutments under practically all structures are plain 
concrete, as with concrete materials "as cheap as we have 
them in Wisconsin, and with the difficulty of getting 
first-class workmanship in reinforced concrete founda
tions without constant inspection, we find that this is 
the cheapest type of abutment. Occasionally cement 
rubble masonry abutments are used, and once in many 
times driven steel I-beam piles surrounded by a concrete 
wall are used. The last type of abutment has been found 
to be very satisfactory and economical for high abut
ments on sandy bottoms, and has largely displaced the 
use of cylinders with steel backing. Steel backing is 
not allowed on any State-aid structure. The price of 
concrete in bridge abutments and piers averaged last 
year about $8.00 per cubic yard.

A large share of the trouble with bridge structures 
results from improperly designed foundations. A 
fault is stopping work before a proper depth below stream 
bed is reached. Seldom should foundations extend less 
than four feet below stream bed, and whenever doubt 
as to the bearing power of the soil at that point is enter
tained, or as to undermining from a rapid stream, they 
should be carried down to solid soil or thoroughly piled. 
All foundation work should be inspected as the 
tion is made and material is placed, not necessarily by 
an engineer, but at least by an honest man with good 
judgment and backbone. All concrete work in any part 
of the structure should be inspected as it is placed. 
Inspection of steel and workmanship on it as it is erected

common

ferent types of modern trench diggers. 1 hese machines haV* 
been especially successful in Western Canada, but are gradu 
ally coming into great favor in the East, also, for all lar£e 
contracts where the material to be excavated does not c011 
tain too much stone of large size. Among the many tyPeS

the Parsons,

excava-

of these machines, the.best known in Canada__
the Austin, the Harris, the Monahan, the Potter, and 
Carson excavators.

are
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STREAM FLOW IN SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

On another page reference is made to a recent publi
cation of the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal, 
which body, acting under the direction of the British 

IGovernment, has attempted to present standards of purity 
of sewage effluents and streams to serve as a guidance 
in the installation of sewage treatment plants and the 
disposal of sewage by dilution. These standards are not 
definitely fixed and may be varied at the discretion of 
a central authority.

In America no concerted effort has been made to 
establish standards to regulate the use of streams and 
lakes as receptacles for sewage and sewage effluents, 
although various fundamental principles have been sug
gested, based largely upon observations of existing con
ditions. For instance, it has been determined by various 
investigators that untreated sewage must receive a dilu
tion of from 3.5 to 6 cubic feet per second per thousand 
persons tributary to avoid objectionable conditions An
other authority has tentatively suggested a formula to 
determine the safety of discharging sewage into streams 
used for water supply purposes, and various other ill- 
defined standards have been suggested.

While commenting upon the standardization of dilu
tion of sewage, the Ohio State Board of Health recently 
expressed the hope that provision would be made at an 
early date whereby an accurate and comprehensive know
ledge of the streams of that State might be made avail
able. The same applies generally to Canada, and 
ticularly to the Province of Ontario.

par-

The fundamental factor which is required in the 
application of any standard is the volume of flow of the 
stream considered. Little is known of the actual flow of 
streams in this country, although the Hydro-Electric 
Power Commission has been carefully accumulating data 
for several years, in connection with power investigation. 
7he United States Government has attempted to obtain 
this very important information for sewage disposal 
purposes, in addition to similar statistics which have been 
col ected with respect to power development during the 
past half century. In the proper consideration of problems 
attending the disposal of sewage, such a knowledge of 
the flow of streams is absolutely necessary.

Ontario’s sewerage problem is one that cannot be 
satisfactorily solved by the application of systems such 
as have been evolved for the disposal of dangerous 
effluents in European cities. Although the standard of 
purity attained in Birmingham, England, and in Essen, 
Germany, is for the world to admire, the cities bordering 
upon Ontario waters have entirely different conditions 
to meet, and such systems, although the most scientific 
that have yet been developed for the handling of sewage 
would be quite inefficient here. One reason for this is 
that the water of our rivers and lakes is restricted and 
is not subject to the beneficial influence of tides.

Not a few Canadian cities are taking chances in the 
matter of water supply, because of the effluents 
their own

from 
seasonsor neighboring sewers, and as the 

come and go these effluents assume greater proportions, 
Nature being expected to extend her purifying agencies 
to an ever-increasing degree. It is to be hoped that the 
study which the provincial departments of public health 

making will bring forward many requisitions in this 
matter, tending toward greater care and safety.

Disposal by dilution should be carried out only under 
scientific methods. Absolute surety of a generous factor 
of safety is essential for healthful and wholesome 
The sentiment that is associated with the question of 
water supply should not be entirely disregarded, either.

are

water.
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in his report, calls attention to the 
possibilities of th Western part of Canada as an a»rl 
cultural country, in which towns are rapidly springing 
up as distributing centres and villages growing 
cities. With an increase of population will come an in 
creased demand for material for light and fuel, so 
taken altogether, the finding of a market for oil and g'a® 
will be an easy problem, and the demand will be sufficlC11 
to greatly stimulate the effort of drillers.

Mr.

into

that,

And, science in the matter of disposal by dilution must 
have, as a basis, an accurate and comprehensive know
ledge of stream flow. When Canada has acquired this 
necessity, to it may be applied certain safe and standard 
rules governing the degree of purity which an effluent 

before its entrance into our streams andmust possess 
lakes should be permitted.

CANADIAN OIL RESOURCES.
COMMISSION CONTROL OF ONTARIO WATER' 

POWERS.
It is said that the British Admiralty is endeavoring 

to ascertain the extent of oil deposits within the Empire, 
with a view to securing requisite supplies for naval pur
poses. It is also stated that from present knowledge 
of Imperial oil lands, the supply will be derived mainly 
from shale rather than from wells yielding liquid

“In view of the comprehensive schemes outlined by 
the Dominion Government for the creation and improve 
ment of waterways in connection with the St. Lawrence 
River, Welland Canal, French River, Sault Ste. Marie> 
Trent, Ottawa and others, involving a large expenditure 
of public money ; and in view of the extensive power de 
velopments Which are possible in consequence thereo » 
also, in view of the rapidly increasing power require 

of the Province, be it resolved that this Associate ^ 
request the Dominion Government to put all such water 
powers under the jurisdiction of the Hydro-Electr 
Power Commission of Ontario, to be developed by theru 
for the use of the municipalities of the Province for tn 
benefit of the people.”

In adopting this resolution at its recent conventio 
in Toronto, the Ontario Municipal Electrical Association» 
a body whose membership consists chiefly of mayors aij 
aldermen of various cities and towns of Ontario, fa’r ' 
representative of the whole province, has expressed 
general note of disapproval against control by priva 
corporations of the valuable assets to be developed frodj 
waterpowers. The resolution is going forward to y1 
Dominion Government in the form of a memorial, it beU1» 
pointed out by those prominently in support of the action» 
that it frequently happened that the control of the® 
powers passed on to private companies before the pe°Pl 
got a chance to express any wish to control them 1 
themselves.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontari 
has, by request of various municipalities, exercised 1 
judgment over a number of proposed developmen 
throughout the Province, and already a great deal of 11,1

time1’

petroleum.
At the present moment interest is centred upon the

are known to existdeposits of oil shale which 
in Albert county, New Brunswick. These deposits have 
been known to exist for a long time, though they have 
not been worked hitherto on any large scale. Now, how
ever, these shales appear to have become of inestimable 
value, capable of yielding from 27 to 48*4 gallons of fuel 
oil per ton of shale. The reports of English experts, as 
well as those made by the Geological Survey of Canada, 
show that, without doubt, there are between 200,000,000 
tons and 300,000,000 tons of shale in one section alone 
of the Albert fields; so that a calculation on the basis 
of 40 gallons per ton means a supply of fuel oil of 10,000,- 
000,000 gallons, or 40,000,000 tons. Another important 
point about the shales of New Brunswick, also, is that 
they are very easily and economically worked, and it 
is estimated that fuel oil derived from these can be sup
plied at a very low rate, in consequence of the fact that 
the oil shale may be obtained by open pit mining. By 
this means it is stated to be possible to provide 2,000 
tons per day for over one hundred years, 
ever, from this bed, there are other deposits north and 
south which are as rich in shale as the deposit referred to.

enormous

ments

Apart, how-

In Western Canada even greater interest is being 
shown toward the newer sources of fuel, and activities 
in the quest of oil and gas are assuming importance. 
Reference is made in another column to the report upon 
the prospective wealth of these fields, by Mr. Wyatt 
Malcolm. In this connection it is worthy of note that 

large stretch of country being very actively pros
pected at the present time is that of the Province of 

In consequence of the recent discoveries of

necessary expenditure has been averted by its 
investigation.

In the establishment of a power service there a j 
many features, especially in connection with mechanic 
and electrical details, that are more or less of a slcrC?e 
typed nature, and apply to all plants with approxim3 ^ 
equanimity. But these factors are governed by and depe3 ^ 
upon the quantity, consistency and other characteristics 
the available water supply. It is to be regretted that 
present accelerated movement toward a wider use of 
waterpowers of the Province, for electrical energy is n ^ 
in possession of stream flow data extending back throu& 
a greater period. Except for the past few years, a curS°. e 
knowledge based upon the memory and integrity of 
“oldest inhabitant,” is too frequently the only avaiD 
information bearing upon the conditions in the past ^ 
are of great importance. The result is that there 
been plants installed that are quite out of proportion 
the available supply of water ; and in the prevention 
similar occurrences the Hydro-Electric Power Commissj^ 
is rendering a service that is being felt. Further, 
records which it commenced several years ago to acqu . 
relative to Ontario stream flow emphasize the fact 
the matter of the resolution referred to above is qulte

one

Alberta.
asphalt and natural gas deposits in various parts of the 
Western Provinces, an active campaign has set in among 
prospectors and experts, who are making an exhaustive 
search for indications of oil in Central and Southern 
Alberta. The experts of the Dominion and Provincial 
Governments are engaged in this work of prospecting 
and mining, and drilling outfits have been shipped from 
Edmonton recently. The wells which have been put down 

at the present time over 2,000 ft. in depth, and there 
is a sanguine feeling that good results will be obtained 

earlv date. The Canadian Pacific Railway is keenly

are
that

at an
interested in the development of these new sources of 
fuel supply in the West, especially oil. Drillers are at 
work close to the railway at Calgary, in the Athabasca 
and Peace River territories, and at a number of different 
points on the Pacific Coast. Enlargement of storage 
facilities in the neighborhood of Vancouver is also con
templated, as larger quantities of liquid fuel are being 
purchased for use upon their passenger steamers on the 
Pacific.

of

keeping with the object which promoted it.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT.

ar , 18 now several months since the position of city
(mtect was made vacant in Toronto. The Board of 
PP.n ro* *s at *ast considering the appointment of a suc- 
essor to Mr. McCallum.

* * * *

Mr tT ^*scuss'n8i Jhe question of Canadian freight rates, 
duf HCn' H‘ Mor&an introduced the subject of Canadian 
heavS °n Br‘tish machinery, steel and iron girders, and 
by y matei"ial of that class, stating that if concessions, 
witùVay reduction or abolition, were made in the tariff 
[j,-. ■ '"esPect to these items, the resulting attraction of 
sUeh êinnds to the Canadian market would assure 
tram 3 frei£htage in the direction of Canada that British 
t\vp B steamers would be encouraged at once to ply be- 
Sje 6n ritish and Canadian ports. Without the tramp
iitinTx16-!.-vW ^re*^ht rates are claimed to be an economic 

‘Possibility at present.

e0nJhe Burrard Peninsula Joint Sewerage Board was 
BHr LUted last. month by the Provincial Government of 
‘t'ernh Golumbia. It consists of a chairman and four 
ma ers\ ah appointed by the Government, the chair- 
tne /toe*^mSi a salary of $5,000 per annum and the 
Ujh • ers $600.. I he latter are nominated by the four 

ltlCS in the Sewerage District—Vancouver, 
gUin Vancouver, Point Grey and Burnaby. 

tr appointed to construct and 
down .sewers, interceptors and outfalls on the lines laid 
*he m ^r* ^eas report to the Join Committee
in hJCoastruction of the subsidiary 
p|a‘he hands of the

The Board 
operate a system of

sewers being left 
municipalities, who mus!: submit all 

are S f° b°ard for approval. The Board controls an 
a Sll ° n.early 90 square miles, and has powers to borrow 

0 Si 1,000,000, the principal and interest being 
sinj<-antee<^ by the Provincial Government. Interest and 
the ln^ fu.n<^ charges will be met by an assessment on 
I.ieu?1Un'c‘Pabties, who have the right of appeal to the 
'Pad eaant-G°vernor-in-Council from any assessment 
the n ^ BlJar<^- The works will be constructed as 
PrespeCeSS*^ ai"ises, and, as much of the territory is at 
^earsK VCry SparSely P0Pulated, it will probably be many 
Hove e^ore the scheme is completed. The Provincial 
advicrnment an<^ t^le municipalities concerned are, on the 
the en£'neers, profiting by the experience of
se\ve er c*Bes °f the world, where, in most cases, the 
havp1^6. syste™s) hke Topsy, have “just growed,” and 
Vçry 0 be revised and readjusted from time to time at 
itient c<Jnsiderable expense, together with the abandon- 

0 points of outfall and lines of sewer often before 
oan under which they were originally constructed 
been paid off.

the

5o,0 n lbe organized counties of old Ontario there are 
Ity. °,° m'les of road, according to a report made by Mr. 
hrn, • " MacLean, of the Highways Department of the 
Pro -lnCiaJ Government.
Lately as follows :

A classification would be ap-

roads connecting the large towns and
CoUnC.,tles ........................................................................  2,500 miles
fa) ]Jy. 0r leading market roads......................................  6,000 miles
(b) § a,n township roads .. ...................................25,000 miles

econdary township roads.......................................16,500 miles
CePti0 16 roac^s described as trunk roads are, with the cx- 
Por(.a°n °h a few connecting links, amongst the most im- 
PrjSe ht M the county roads. Main township roads com- 
farj-y, Pf'ucipally the concession roads on which numerous 

. tr
'nclud

ront and which converge into and create the traffic 
nk or county roads. Secondary township roads 
c the little travelled connecting roads.

OIL AND GAS PROSPECTS IN WESTERN CANADA

I N Memoir No. 29-E of the Department of Mines, 
Canada, Mr. Wyatt Malcolm outlines the prospective 
industrial field for the production of oil and gas in 
the northwestern provinces of Canada. This memoir 

is a compilation of information obtained in great part 
from the reports of Canadian geologists. The object is 
to lay before the public what is known regarding the oil 
and gas possibilities of these provinces. To this end it 
was thought advisable to present in a concise form the 
geological conditions to be met, and for the benefit of 
those who are interested in boring operations stress is 
laid on the lithology and thickness of the different geo-
logical formations. Logs of wells of different localities 
are also given, and evidence bearing 
duction and possibilities is presented.

The most important areas considered in the report 
are: (a) the Athabaska River district, where the Dakota 
sandstones are impregnated with a bituminous substance, 
a petroleum product, and where gas is known to 
in abundance; (b) the country about Medicine Hat and 
westward where gas has been found at different horizons 
but in greatest abundance probably in the Dakota sand
stone; (c) the Pincher Creek district where there has 
been some prospecting for oil.

gas and oil pro-on

occur

The plains of Western Canada are underlain by a 
great body of sediments, nearly horizontal in attitude, 
and resting on a Pre-Cambrian base. The eastern 
tact between the Pre-Cambrian rocks and the later for
mations runs in a generally northwest direction from Lake 
Manitoba past Athabaska, Great Slave, and Great Bear 

In the eastern part of the plains a great uncon
formity exists between the Palaeozoic systems, consisting 
of limestones, dolomites, and shales, and the Cretaceous 
system, consisting of shales and sandstones, so that we 
find the Dakota sandstones of the Cretaceous

con-

lakes.

system
resting directly upon limestones of the Devonian system. 
The Palaeozoic strata are exposed by faulting in the Rocky 
Mountains and much of the later sediments has been 
eroded, only traces of the lower members being left. In 
the west, deposition during Carboniferous, Triassis, and 
Jurassic times has to a great extent bridged over the un
conformity seen in the east, and the geological column 
includes formations found in nearly all the great systems 
from the Cambrian to the Recent. In western Alberta and 
in some parts of south Saskatchewan the Cretaceous sedi
ments are overlain by Tertiary deposits. Overlying all is a 
mantle of unconsolidated Pleistocene and Recent deposits.

Little has been done yet to test the gas and oil possi
bilities of the district. A few wells have been sunk, and 
in a number of these gas in commercial quantities has 
been struck. Prospecting for oil has been less successful.

Prospecting for oil has been carried on in two dif
ferent areas in the Pincher Creek district, southwestern 
Alberta, one on the south branch of the south fork of 
Oldman River, and the other on Oil Creek, which flows 
into Waterton Lake. This has apparently resulted in no 
great measure of success. In northern Alberta the Da
kota sandstone, where exposed along the Athabaska and 
its tributaries, is impregnated with a bituminous sub
stance believed to be a petroleum product, and it is 
thought that liquid petroleum exists in this porous rock 
at some distance from the outcrop. To test the validity 
of this belief, wells were drilled during the nineties by 
the Dominion Government at Victoria on the Saskatche
wan, at Athabaska Landing, and at the mouth of Pelican 
River. In the first two wells the Dakota sandstone was 
not reached, while in the last it was reached at a depth of 
750 feet, penetrated about 87 feet, and found to carry 
maltha or heavy, tarry petroleum.
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a similar increase inhad died from natural causes, 
length of the runs was noted. During this time the ® 
gree of turbidity of the water had remained unaltere , 
and it was found that the length of the filter runs follow 
ed quite closely the variations in the number of micro 

The manner in which the clogg'n&

Prospecting for gas has been much more encourag
ing. The boring at the mouth of Pelican River, although 
disappointing so far as oil is concerned, proved the 
presence of a great reservoir of gas in the Dakota sand
stones, and heavy flows were struck at 820 and 837 feet. 
In southern Alberta, also, gas is found in paying quan
tities. A good field exists at Medicine Hat, and flows have 
been obtained at several different points west of that city. 
At Bow Island a flow of several million feet is obtained.

Thus, while the presence of oil in commercial quan
tities remains to be proved, boring operations have 
demonstrated beyond a doubt the existence of large 
voirs of natural gas, and it seems probable that further 
exploratory work throughout the wide area underlain by 
the Cretaceous rocks should lead to the discovery of other 
reservoirs.

organisms present, 
occurred is described as differing from that experienc 
with water of greater turbidity.

It was at first believed that with waters of very 
turbidity, owing to the fact that the size and consistency 
of the film formed on the filter surface was reduced, t

into the

ed

low

very fine suspended matter was able to penetrate 
sand in a manner which was not the case with water, 
greater turbidity, and in the absence of any considéra 
number of organisms the shortening of the filter runs vV 
first attributed to fine turbidity alone. It was, however’ 
found, on microscopic examination, that the sand gen®r 
ally showed the presence of numerous diatoms and ot ^ 
organisms apparently cemented together in a - 
amorphous matter and fine turbidity, and the author 
opinion that the living organisms accelerate the forma 
and retention of this gelatinous film upon the sand g>"ain ^ 
Practically, the surface of the sand under these conditio^ 
became abnormally hard and compact in a short time, an 
when broken up the sand grains showed a slight tenden 
to stick together, and this condition could not be who 

corrected even by thorough washing.
Under these conditions it was considered that sold 

method of treatment should be adopted to prevent 
clogging, and three methods were tried, though it see ^ 
that only one of these—the successful method—recel' 
any great degree of care, owing to the difficulties of ar 
plication under the particular circumstances. The 
of the micro-organisms by chemicals was attempted, 
owing to lack of equipment for applying it accurately 
a continuously fed solution, hypochlorite was applied 
one of the filter beds in the form of powder. This 
done by draining off the filter till about 3 in. of water 
mained on it, and scattering the powder over the surt 
and allowing the bed to stand thus for twenty-four hou ^ 
The result did not prove to be useful, and the barter 
efficiency of the bed was, moreover, impaired, 
sulphate was then applied in the

reser-
01

It is believed that the Devonian limestone is the 
source of the gas and petroleum products of northern 
Alberta, while the porous Dakota sandstone forms the 
reservoir into which they have risen and in which they 
have been retained by the overlying shales. The Dakota 
sandstone is the productive formation at the mouth of 
Pelican River, and it is also believed to be the gas
bearing formation at BoW Island in southern Alberta. 
As the Devonian limestone and Dakota sandstone are of 
wide distribution and probably underlie the western part 
of Manitoba and a great part of Saskatchewan and Al
berta the prospects for the discovery of other gas fields 

On account of the great thickness of 
sediments overlying these formations, the driller, how- 

must be prepared to go to a considerable depth.

matrix
is
tiofl

seem favorable.

ever,

INCREASE OF “RUN” IN MECHANICAL FILTERS.

N a paper presented to the American Waterworks 
Association at Minneapolis Mr. Frederick H. Storer, 
Bacteriologist and chemist to the Louisville Water 
Company, has dealt with one of the causes of trouble 

in mechanical filters.
It is shown that though it might reasonably be in

ferred that the operation of the mechanical filter would be 
easiest at times when bacteria and suspended matter are 
present in the raw water in the least amount, many filter 
superintendents are finding that such is not always the 
case, and that warm weather and clear water bring 
troubles peculiarly their own, shortening the filter runs 
and producing odors in the filters. At such times the 
filtered waters are found to contain very minute forms of 
life, diatoms and a few algae, accompanied by consider
able amounts of very fine matter of indeterminate form 
capable of adhering together in flakes. This matter is 
supposed to be the result of bacterial action on organic 
substances. Thus, conditions of clear, warm, shallow 
water, abundant sunlight and sluggish current afford 
these micro-organisms the most favorable conditions for 
development, and their numbers increase rapidly at such 
times, while the sedimentation basins give the required 
conditions.

An instance is quoted where, during a period of 
twenty-six days, the number of micro-organisms present 
in the unfiltered water remained practically constant ; yet 
during this period the length of the filter runs steadily 
decreased, and this result was considered as being due to 
the cumulative effects of a constant number of organisms. 
When, however, copper sulphate was added to the water 
in the sedimentation basins there was a general increase 
in the length of the runs. Also later, when the organisms

I
CopPef

ouipiaLÇ was mvii ... jv jy 11 v-i. ju .m, SCCOnd ScdilTlCnta
basin, and in the coagulant basin, and favorable res ^ 
were at once obtained. The method adopted was tha 
dragging bags of the copper sulphate through the wa, ^ 
The third method was that of using the river water 1 
out preliminary sedimentation, the water being run d1 
to the coagulant basins. This was done on two occasi° ( 
and in both cases encouraging results were obtained, 
though in each case an increase in turbidity followed ^ ^ 
in a few days, and thus left no opportunity to see 
long the improvement would have lasted. ^

The summary at the end of the paper states that 
water of the Ohio River, when of a turbidity belo* 
parts per 1,000,000, almost invariably causes decrease ^ 
the lengths of the filter runs. If such turbidities are^at, 
complished by micro-organism and much amorphous ^ 
ter, still greater decreases follow. Filter runs niaAte, 
greatly increased by the judicious use of copper sulp 
although aftergrowths of bacteria sometimes s
application, and must be guarded against. Small 
of hypochlorite of lime do not affect these micro-organ^s, 
in such a way as to increase the length of the filter 1 
The determination of the time of filtration of samp e‘

through small laboratory filters will in s°n^C^t 
stances enable the operator to select the water fi'0111^^, 
point of his system which will give the longest filter

un-

3°

water
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PRESENT stage of scientific water supply in
AMERICA

REPORT OF AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENTS’ 
COMMITTEE ON WATER WORKS AND WATER SUPPLY—PRESENTED 
AT 20th ANNUAL CONVENTION, WILMINGTON, DEL., OCT. 7th.

By A. F. MACALLUM. C E„
Chairman

I ^ looki
ng over the legislation of the past year and 

greater amount of knowledge on water supply 
^ press, it must be confessed that the 

velon' c,ent States and municipalities have not been de- 
ftorn t*le‘r hiws for the proper protection of the people 
c°nsHCOntaminati°n water supplies as rapidly as is 
the igf1 <:c* necessary : This has been due principally to 
the n ,.°yance of the average legislator, and sometimes 

0 nical pressure brought to bear upon him from 
ested sources.

place^e^*s^ati°n in Minnesota.—In Minnesota a bill was 
ti°n before the State Legislature for adequate protec- 
bill Pr water supply throughout the State. This 
c'Paliti°Vl^e^ t^lat Persons, corporations, and moni
tor D -es’ other than first class cities, supplying water 
file Vlvate 0r public consumption within the State must 
plaris * . the State Board of Health certified copies of 
Water ° t^le'r water supply, and that no such source of 
bef0re SUPP^ shall be used until plans have been placed 
siderec] State Board of Health and favorably con- 
of Se ' 1 his also applies to new places for the disposal 
in t^e ?e' This State approval would have been a step 
stgps J^ght direction, and Minnesota, following in the 
chtisett York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massa-
tpnate]8’ and the Province of Ontario, but unfor-
'vithdr'V t^le opposition was so strong that the bill was 

Mrawn.

from the lake than upon that of any other city, taken 
from the lake, and that water supplies taken from limited 
distances from the shore should be purified. At this 
meeting a resolution was adopted asking the State Board 
of Ohio to investigate the degree and extent of the pollu
tion of Lake Erie, and also a resolution was adopted 
providing for the appointment of a committee to fix 
standard methods of analysis of samples and the nature 
of the determinations to be made in the investigation.

Commenting on this, we may say that, while the 
pollution would generally be within limited distance of 
cities and rivers, yet there are authentic cases on these 
great lakes where islands of polluted water have been 
found fourteen miles distant under certain weather con
ditions, which, however, are not common.

the

inte1

Analysis.—In the chemical and bacteriological deter
mination for the purity of water the procedure originally 
developed by the Massachusetts State Board of Health has 
almost universally been followed. That analyses estimate 
the amount of chlorine, nitrates, nitrites, oxygen con
sumed, oxygen dissolved, odor, turbidity, hardness and 
sediment, along with bacteria count and tests for B. Coli ; 
yet it has recently been pointed out by Dr. H. E. Barnard, 
chemist of the Indiana State Board of Health, that in 
many tests made the values for chlorine, nitrates and 
nitrites under varying conditions are of little value. For 
instance, the nitrite factor, of considerable value in the 
determination of well supplies, is of little value in rivers 
or lakes, varying more widely during conditions of low 
and high water than of varying amounts of sewage inflow. 
The same remarks apply to the presence of free ammonia. 
It was found, however, that two factors of oxygen con
sumed and dissolved were of prime importance, although 
they varied also in rivers somewhat according to the 
variable flow and by turbidity. However, the determi
nation of these two factors, with the bacterial count and 
test for colon bacillus, is of great benefit in ascertaining 
the purity of a water supply at the time the tests 
taken ; but to be of prime value there should be a large 
number of tests extending over different conditions of 
the river or lake, for no chemist can definitely say that 
any water supply is good or bad upon the result of isolated 
tests, and without knowing the local conditions and sur
roundings at the time the samples were taken. We have 
dwelt on this because of the almost universal idea held 
that one determination of a water supply is quite suf
ficient, and of the habit of some chemists of approving 
or condemning a supply upon such a test and without a 
knowledge of the locality from which the samples were 
taken.

I

i

I
3rid its*1*61" —In Philadelphia water is still wasted,
thç r Water system is now heavily overworked, with 
the qUaj1. *" *-hat in attempting to keep up with this waste 

oper 1 T of the water, along with efficiency and economy 
t;}^ 10n> have been sacrificed for the sake of quantity, 

°f fi]tr Present filters are being worked at a higher rate 
ttecessa 10n than is thought advisable, or that would be 
°ther r.y ur>der normal restrictions. This applies to 
erUtig to’es ulso, and the public seem very slow in awak- 
k-r0llght° tremendous unnecessary expense, although 
c'Pal w the fore by probably every manager of muni- 
tr> cUrta;]en^0rks *n the country, and every advance made

ard and very often bitter opposition.
Water ew York it was found that 33,500,000,000 gallons 

Careful ,Were saved at a total expense of $138,000.00 by 
aScerta‘ °USe'to-house inspections, which amount was 
aher eP after careful pitometer gaugings before and 

s rict inspections.

:

were

water to reasonable limits is only gained

-.«je °n °f Lake Erie.—During the spring a con- 
uoarcJ 0pVfls held at Cleveland between the Ohio State 
s°Uth health and representatives from cities on the 

Lal<. tÿ the lake to discuss the sewage pollution 
Uq6» r*e’ an<f h was thought probable that there 

h°n Wafneral pollution of that lake, and that any pollu- 
c,tie.s Elr|S. c°nfined to zones within limited distances of 
T't ffuu rivers contributing sewage. It was also brought 
ctriragu *le. sewage from any particular city was more 

a in its effect upon its water supply if taken

In looking over the typhoid statistics of some fifty 
large American cities a considerable decrease has been 
noticed, there being only twelve cities in this list where 
the rate has been greater than last year. This is due, 
no doubt, to the betterment of the water supplies and 
the general improvement in sanitary conditions.

: 1

:

w
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per million of available chloride. While this trouble has 
developed and has been successfully treated at Louisville 
of the Ohio River water, using mechanical filters, on the 
other hand, at Toronto, with slow sand filters and Lake 
Ontario water, it was found that on account of the 
amount of suspended matter and sand carried to tn 
filters that the filters were almost clogged up. It waS 
also found that from the inset of frost until the warm 
weather in the spring it was not possible by the means 
provided to wash the sand scraped from the filter beds- 
The pipe lines and sand would freeze up during tn 
washing process,, necessitating the removal of the sad 
scrapings until the spring and the washing and re-sanding 
of the filters. From this we wish to point out that whet6 
any installation is contemplated there is need of a veO 
careful study of the quality of the water, the local concw 
tions governing not only the method of treatment to ne 
used, but also the location of the plant.

It has been found that raw water can be treated wit 
pounds per million gallons without developing an) 

taste, and if after treating the water can be stored 10 
three or four hours in a reservoir, or aerated, as mu , 
as 12.5 pounds per million gallons can be introduce 
without noticeable taste. It is better to obtain water 
the best quality rather than depend upon the efficiency 
of purifying apparatus, chemicals, and the skill of em 
ployees, and in the case of New York a very interesting 
discussion has been going on as to the advisability 0 
filtration outside of chlorination. Because of the di 
metrically opposite opinions advanced by the enginee 
of various municipal bodies interested, filtration outsi 
of hypochlorite treatment was decided against, althoug 
it was shown that such treatment did not remove bac 
teria embedded in particles of suspended matter, decreas6 
turbidity, lessen color or vegetable stain, or rem°ve 
swamp tastes or odors.

The application of ultra-violet rays for purify111? 
large quantities of water has not advanced very mater ^ 
ally during the past year on this continent, although 1 
has been used at Rouen, France, for the past three year^ 
The simplicity of the apparatus, easy maintenance, alJ._ 
high efficiency seems to open a wide field for its apP1 
cation. It is necessary, however, before submitting 1 
raw water to the rays that the suspended matter be rf 
moved, otherwise germs protected by such matter 
not come directly under the effect of the rays. An 
nary sand filter can be run from five to ten times 
ordinary rate and still produce satisfactory water for 1 
after treatment of the ultra-violet rays. The water 
exposed for the fraction of a second within an inch 
the source of the rays, and this is accomplished by mea 
of various mechanical apparatus, one or two of wl11 
are now on the market.

Filtration.—The filtration of water is practically 
limited to two standard methods on this continent—-one 
being by means of graded sand and without the use 
usually of any chemicals ; the other by mechanical 
methods for treatment with chemicals. Each method 
gives equally effective results, although the selection of 
which method adopted is governed generally by local 
conditions.

In the slow sand method of filtration the water is 
passed through beds of graded sand and gravel, without 
the addition of chemicals, at the rate of about four million 
gallons per acre per day, which at times may be increased 
25 per cent, without loss of efficiency. The water is then 
collected in reservoirs.

With the mechanical system the water is first im
pregnated with a coagulant, such as sulphate of alumina, 
and allowed to stand in sedimentation basins for a few 
hours to allow a sufficient precipitation, after which the 
comparatively clear liquid is pumped through rapid sand 
filters at the rate of from 100 to 150 million gallons per 
twenty-four hours. It is then ready for distribution.

The first cost of mechanical filtration is considerably 
less than for slow sand filtration, besides requiring much 
less area for the plant, which ratio of cost will 
according to local conditions—as, for instance, the 
cerial upon which the filters are to be built, with the 
resulting foundations. The mechanical system can usually 
be built in half the time that is required to build slow 
sand filters.

seven

vary
ma-

On the other hand, the cost of operation 
is largely in favor of the slow sand method, which 
ages, for operation, about $1.90 per million gallons, while 
for the mechanical mehod the cost would be about $4.70 
per million gallons. I his difference is principally due to, 
and varies with the cost of, the coagulant. This does 
not include pumping or capital charges in either case, 
although the additional head required for the mechanical 
operation is included.

aver-

■ The mechanical method will successfully treat any 
water, regardless of turbidity or color, while the slow 
sand method works best when there is comparatively little 
suspended matter or color.

With the conditions existing at Philadelphia it 
found necessary to eliminate some of the suspended 
matter by means of a roughing filter, which removed 
a considerable amount of this suspended matter, and 
allowed the slow sand filter to be operated above their 
rating. This combination was effective in obtaining 
results at a lower operating cost than with mechanical 
filters, and -at the same time successfully treated „ 
otherwise not altogether suitable for the slow 
method.

was

ordi'

ofa water 
sand

It might be supposed that mechanical filters would 
work best when bacteria and suspended 
least, but many filter superintendents are finding that 
such is not always the case, and that in warm weather 
with clear water odors are produced in the filter, with 
shortening filter runs, caused by clogging of the sand. 
Examinations of the unfiltered water showed minute 
forms of life diatoms and a few algae, accompanied with 
a fine, flaky matter, supposed to be the result of bacterial 
action on organic substances. This matter formed a 
gelatinous firm upon the sand grains, causing the surface 
of the sand to become abnormally compact, and with a 
tendency of its grains to stick together, which 
altogether corrected by washing. This clogging 
cessfully overcome by the judicious use of copper sul
phate. After the copper sulphate treatment bacteria in
creased, probably because it reduced or removed unfavor
able conditions, but no B. Coli was detected, and the 
increase in bacteria was eliminated by adding 0.25 parts

iolet
mu111'

matter were It is our opinion that this treatment of ultra-v 
rays is worthy of consideration by consulting and 
cipal engineers in this country in future installatio11.^
and should also be investigated on a commercial 
by engineering colleges.

Andrew F. Macallum, Chairma11, 
J. Walter nckerman.
G. A. Roess. !

Ohio led the states in the value of her clay products 'vl j 
an output amounting to $34,811,508, or over one-fifth the tot 
production for the United States. Pennsylvania was sec°D, 
with a production valued at $21,537,221 ; New Jersey j 
with $19.838,533; and Illinois fourth, with $15,210,990. ^^Lg 
states produced clay products in 1912 to a value exceed1 

$5,000,000, and 26 states to a value exceeding- $1,000,000.

was not 
was suc-



By Armand Baar.

HE question of foundations often plays an impor
tant part in iron and steel works, where en
gineering skill requires to be exercised with 

,j , sPecial care, in view of the responsibilities which 
a ° ve upon the engineer when erecting heavy plant on 
soils f su^so’i- The frequency with which such poqr sub- 
0f ,S 0ccur in works is due to three causes: (i) The price 
erto3nd °Hen compels the utilization of certain areas hith- 
ing Undeveloped, owing to their unsuitability for build
er .PUrP°ses. (2) The need of a water supply for steam 
to an^S °^ten necessitates a works being installed close 
have riVer’ which by the gradual shifting of its bed,
Prod Ur!derrr|ined the adjoining areas. (3) Lastly, the 
juncf Ctl°n dumP heaps for the embankment of railway 
as s'0ns re<3uire constant filling up with debris either 
blgg^f1*6 ash-shoots, or by the tipping of slags from 
of g _urnaces into mounds which often attain a height 
chine *'•’ and uPon whjph it is dangerous to install ma- 
fonnd;yt. 'n m°tion owing to the lack of stability of the

T

may

ons.
of pjn Belgium in particular, as well as in the North 
newrance’ and in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, a 
beingS^Stem foundations known as Frank! piles is 
big employed with considerable success in most of the 
Perfo 0r^s- f he principle is, briefly, as follows : A conical 
fhe rator armed with a hard steel point is driven into 
carries°Un-^ '37 t^le EelP °f a pile-driver. This perforator 
and Wlt^ telescopic tubes which serve as tubbing, 
thug nX 6 an average diameter of 2 ft. The perforator 
rnay ^Passes through the hardest ground. An instance 
aPplieJ adduced at Ougrée, where the process has been 
entirejC 0n a Hag tip 30 ft. in height, and consisting 
e,(tenm..0* a£ blocks from a basic steel works, of a size
be qj . 8 _ about 80 cu. ft. each. Reference may also
ingiy e to instances where the ground has been exceed- 
Eollie]Sj° *" and highly water-bearing, as at the Courrières 
i?eadnp(S’ ^ere the soil consists of peat and water- 

a d where three bridges have been erected, 
h system is to bore through the overlying 
a solid foundation of clay or gravel is

perforator is then withdrawn and replaced by 
yhich is rammed down by degrees as the tubes 

°f thc en°ing with the lowest) are withdrawn. By means 
againsira/n the concrete is compressed so as to press 
Pntil ui.. e sides of the bore-hole and to consolidate them, 
tairied * lrnat®ly the bottom is enlarged and a cone ob- 

Pressing against the side walls of the cavity.
referr(;(l|l,ingst aPphcations of this process which may be 
ePing fto’ °ne of the most interesting was the strength- 
'v0r]ts ° Ho. 2 blast furnace at the Esch-sur-Alzette 
^’Ch-D°i Société des- Aciéries Réunies de Burbach- 
’ts supgr Hange in the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, and

The
^r°und
enco until

untered. 
Tfie

Scr««

Am

by a furnace of twice the size.
The*4 yar, masonry batter of this furnace rested on gravel 

been P s below the level of the soil, and the ground had 
V gChed up entirely with goaf of an inferior descrip- 

break-outs from the furnace had, however, 
fearecjC ed the packing at different times, and it was 
SeVergj hat lumps of metal might be encountered at 

Points, which actually happened later.

o
a paper read before the September, 1913* 

°n of the Iron and Steel Institute, Brussels.

Reinforced PILE FOUNDATIONS FOR BLAST 
FURNACES.*

Forty-one piles were driven, each calculated to sus
tain a load of 70 tons, and in order that the concrete 
arch, which had to rest simultaneously on the batter and 
on the pile itself, should distribute its load uniformly, 
there was placed, above the masonry, a layer of granu
lated crystalline slag 4 in. thick, mixed with a little 
cement, so that if, under pressure, the fresh cement 
should spread, any further increase in the load would 
bear upon the crystalline slag and further compress the 
latter by crushing it, after which the injection of water 
at the bottom would finally mortar the arch to the 
masonry, by the action of the cement originally introduced 
as an addition, with the dust of the powdered slag.

The furnace is in full working order, and the method 
of construction has been perfectly successful, and shows 
no sign of settlement.

Another interesting application of Franki piles 
made in erecting the rolling mills of the Ougrée Marihaye 
Company. On a tip composed entirely of slag blocks to 
a height of 30 ft., resting on 15 ft. of bad subsoil, these 
mills work 35 ft. above the level of .the Meuse gravels. 
The whole plant, including mills, buildings, gas pro
ducers, etc., rests on 180 piles, which were driven 
through this thick layer of slag. Not a single pile had to 
be left unfinished during boring, and the whole of the 
work proceeded without interruption.

The Athus-Grivegnée Company has erected a similar 
plant at Athus, under analogous conditions, but in this 
instance the piles are only 30 ft. long. Franki piles have 
also been most satisfactorily employed as foundations for 
gas engines at the works of the Société Métallurgique de 
la Basse Loire, at Trignac (St. Nazaire), at the Aciéries 
de Micheville in Meurthe-et-Moselle, and at the works 
of the Société des Hauts Fourneaux de la Chiers at

was

Longwy.
It may also be interesting to add that before con

structing the foundations of the Ougrée Marihaye rolling 
mill plant, the company carried out a test on a Franki 
pile, which was loaded with a charge of 473 tons.

Discussion.—Mr. Andrew Lamberton, Coatbridge, 
said that the subject was a very interesting one, but he 
would like the author to give some additional information 
with regard to the stiffening up of insecure foundations. 
It was largely a question of cost. He would like to know 
what was the time taken to put down a pile of about 
3 ft. in diameter through 30 ft. of solid basic slag, and 
what was the cost; also whether there was any difficulty 
in withdrawing the tubes, which he would expect to find 
was the case. The paper contained a cross-section of a 
pile which had been put down, and it was obvious that 
the tubing was much less in diameter than what the slag 
pile was depicted as being, that diameter being reached 
by filling in concrete in the metal tube and hammering 
it down till it expanded. There seemed to be some diffi
culty about that, and in getting a section resembling that 
shown in the illustration. A good deal appeared to depend 
upon the porosity of the material and the number of 
fissures present, while the concrete might get out of the 
true line of the pile. The method described was certainly 
ingenious, and if it could be done satisfactorily -and was 
commercially sound the author would have accomplished 
a smart thing in engineering.

M. Baar, in reply, said that the cost of driving was 
about $10.00 per yard in hard soil and about $5.00 in 

soil. With regard to the time element, they had 
one pile per day of 12 hours to a depth of

easy
put down
49 ft., and in the case of one big contract a thousand 
piles had been put down.

Later, by letter, he replied in respect to a suggestion 
of simply consolidating the ground by an injection of
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EFORE discussing the cure it is well to define t 
trouble, and to analyze its causes. The w°rg 
Ravelling is used rather loosely. For my purpoS^. 
I shall consider it as the loosening of the bond ° 

a road* surface until the macadam stone lies loose a 
free on the road. By macadam stone, I mean, not 
small stone used to fill voids and give a smooth fin> 
to the surface, but the stone that constitutes the body 
the road’s surface. In macadam work this stone 
compressed to its final form occupies about 60 per cen 
of the volume of the road surface. The 40 per cent, 
voids is filled in varying proportions with surface ston 
screenings, stone dust, sand, earthy materials and 
chemical binder used to “hold the road.” The mixtu 
of fine stone, sand and earth filling the voids has 
appreciable tensile strength. Its duty is to wedge ^ 
macadam stone in place and prevent internal movemen^ 
Such a structure is called on to carry loads, to rece* 
and absorb propelling thrusts. 1 he road should be 
sufficient depth to transfer the stresses thus imposed ^ 
the sub-base without serious internal movement and ^ 
unit pressures less than the resisting power of the so> ■ 
It is thus subjected to vertical and horizontal forces t 
contribute largely to ravelling.

Let us briefly consider these.
A draft horse weighing 1,200 lbs. will have 

weight at one time on two feet. He will exert, say, * 
horse-power at a speed of 4 miles. The vertical force

23,000

B
nd

the

of

all his

= 47 lbs-the foot is 600 lbs., the horizontal
2 x 4 x 88

These forces are or may well be concentrated on a 
calk two inches in width ; the resultant force slig1 
exceeding 300 lbs. per linear inch.

A motor truck, loaded, 16,000 lbs. and exerting 
the wheel rims, say, 30 horse-power at 10 miles an 
will, with 60 per cent, of load on rear axle, exer^ 
vertical force of 4,800 lbs. and a horizontal of 562-5 j. 
at each rear rim, the resultant being about 800 lbs. P 
lineal inch for six-inch tire.

at
hour»

a
lbs-

with 60 Pe[For a pleasure car weighing 4,000 lbs.......... - f
cent, of weight on rear axle and exerting 40 horse-po^ 
at the wheel rims with a speed of 35 miles, the vert^e 
force at each wheel is 1,200 and the horizontal 214- 
resultant is about 400 per linear inch for a bearing W 
of 3 inches.

At curves with high-speed cars, the horizontal g0 
is considerably increased, for it is impossible to . 
“bank” a curve as to suit the speed of all classes

id*

traffic. loadsIn the case of wheels transmitting vertical ^ 
only, observation indicates but little dust raising *r $ 
a road not overlaid with loose dust. Such a wheel 
at the point of mathematical tangency have no veloc ^ 
relative to the road ; a vertical velocity is imparted 
it, and as any section leaves the surface it will raise wl 
it any of the lighter particles that are loose and 
come into contact with it. At the driving wheel t . 
is a slight slip which in addition to lifting will t*1
particles backwards.

Detroit* Read at American Road Congress, held at 
Mich., September 29th to October 4th, 1913.

TREATMENT OF WORN OUT AND RAVELLED 
MACADAM SURFACES.*

By Col. Edmund A. Stevens,
State Highway Commissioner of New Jersey.

I"

cement, as follows : When the tip consists simply of slag 
blocks from blast furnaces, the space left between the 
blocks being pretty largé, the work would require the 
injection of a vast amount of cement, and the operation 
could not be conducted easily over a certain height. In 
most cases, however, the tip is formed of debris of all 
kinds, especially clay and earth, and in this the injection 
of cement is attended with bad results. The Franki pile 
gives full security, because *it not only passes through 
the tip, but also through the bad soil which lies under
neath it, and rests on a strong foundation of clay or 
gravel.

Mr. Lamberton asked further whether it would be 
possible to drive tubes having a diameter of 1 yard into 
a tip of 10 yards in height ; in the affirmative, what was 
the time required for the operation and the cost of the 
pile. We have driven 180 Franki piles, at the Société 
d’Ougrèe-Marihaye, into a tip composed entirely of slag 
blocks to a height of 30 ft. resting on 15 ft. of bad soil. 
The work, therefore, was more difficult than the one 
alluded to by Mr. Lamberton, and, nevertheless, we regu
larly made one pile a day with each pile-driver. That 
the first tube at the ground level had a diameter of 1 yard 
and a height of 1% yards was due to the necessity of 
first digging a hole of such dimensions as to enable the 
use of tube lengths suitable for the required depth. The 
upper tube had a diameter of 24 in., the mean one a dia
meter of 20 in., and the lower one a diameter of 16 in. 
In a strong ground, free from water, it is not necessary 
to work with tubes of great diameter, the concrete 
spreading easily against the walls of the cavity, and 
agglomerating round the stony materials forming the pile, 
and increasing the diameter of the latter.

As to the price of the Franki piles, it is generally 
of $5.00 per yard, for piles driven into an easy, soft, or 
marshy soil. But in tips of slag blocks, where piling is 
slow and difficult, the price rises up to $10.00 per yard. 
From the economical point of view, the following may 
be regarded as a typical instance :—

One thousand Franki piles are now being driven on 
account of the Vilorde Coke-Ovens Company. Each pile 
contains 123.5 cu. ft. of concrete. The total volume of 
the concrete thus poured in a relatively small area is about 
45,800 cu. yds. If reinforced concrete piles made in ad
vance had been used, the cost of the foundations would 
have been three times as high as that paid by the Vilvorde 
Coke-Ovens Company to the Frankignoul Company, sup
posing that, in order to obtain the same compression of 
the soil, an equal volume of concrete had been driven in 
the shape of such ready-made piles.

ELECTRICAL POWER IN CHICAGO.

Chicago leads the world in the production of electric 
power. The output of 303 electric-supply undertakings in 
Great Britain for the year 1911-12 amounted to 1,127,499,742 
units, but Chicago by itself has an annual output of 
800,000,000, and expects within a year to turn out a billion. 
The Chicago Commonwealth Edison -Co., generates more cur
rent than the local Edison companies of New York, Phila
delphia, Brooklyn and .Boston combined. The Eastern com
panies, however, do not supply power for local transporta
tion, while the Chicago company does. The latter operates 
the largest single electric-power-generating plant in the 
world and its price for its product is said to be lower than 
that of any other electric power-vending company in the 
world.

over
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Total.................................................
Bituminous Concrete :

Interest on cost, $1.00 at 4 per cent
Depreciation, $1.00/12 ......................
Labor ........................................................
Material...........

Total.............

The fixed charges are 
The operating charges, 6.8 cents against 1.7 cents.
I do not claim that these figures are more than illus

trations of the principle involved. They show a great 
saving in operating charges, those that show up in the 
yearly tax bill. The fixed charges, however, are just as 
real, and must be met at some date.

For a road with 9,500 square yards per mile the 
costs as shown in yearly tax charges, where depreciation 
and interest are not visible, would in this case be,

For the dressed macadam, per mile.... $636.50 
For the bituminous concrete 

yet as shown above the real cost of the two roads is the 
same. This case affects our subject, because the treat
ment of a raveller road surface must depend on the system 
of maintenance.

14
7.2 cents against 12.3 cents.

161.50

In most communities the great consideration is the 
next yearly tax bill. If that can be kept down for a 
period the ultimate economy of such a policy receives but 
slight attention. It is generally easier to get money for 
a new road than for repairs. A road requiring a large 
yearly repair charge is condemned without a hearing. 
The road calling for heavy interest and depreciation 
charges may be an equally or even more expensive solu
tion ; but the interest charge is not so apparent, and the 
depreciation charge is not made. This is simply putting 
off the day of reckoning, which is sure to come. How
ever, the troubles of those in charge ten years hence are 
usually lightly borne by the officials of to-day.

If we consider the structure of the road surface we 
can easily see that the 40 per cent, of voids in the 
macadam stone will be filled somewhat as follows:—

Per cent.
Surface stone, passing i-inch ring 

and caught on J^-inch ring........ 15 to 20
Screenings, passing j4-inch ring.... 15 to 10

The other 10 per cent, should be composed of sand
and clay.

When dry, the clay is driven off to a greater or less 
extent as dust, washed away or splashed off as mud. Its 
place is supplied to some extent by detritus, the result 
of the wear of the larger and heavier materials. These 
also blow or wash away and the road loses its bond. If 
our road is not overloaded we can retain its usefulness 
by making good its losses, with proper materials in their 
needed proportion. It is here that the trained road man 
is most needed. Nothing can replace his experienced 
judgment.

years. The total yearly charges against the two may 
then be stated about as follows:—

Dressed Macadam :
Cents. 

2.2Interest on cost, 55 cents at 4 per cent...
Depreciation, 1-3 of 15 cents.......................
Labor (patrol system) .....................................
Materials—Stone, ^4 cu. ft. at 9 cents...

Bitumen, gallon at 12 cents

5-
1.9
3-4
i-5

In ^ese are *6 forces tearing at the road surface.
some cases they are more than the road can stand. 

Q 1e horse’s calk acts somewhat like a chisel. It will pry 
the binding material between the stones as well as 
alter themselves when the bond is weakened. The 

j. *yinff wheels of motor vehicles push or suck any ma- 
as. thus loosened out of place. The binder loses weight 
j. 'J" Pai"ts with moisture ; besides this, without moisture 
Und S° ^oses’ not oaly hs property of recementing itself 
as er Pressure, but to a great extent, its binding power 
to -Wc**' The real work of transmitting the stresses due 

must he borne by the stone. These are merely 
k . ln place by the binder. The latter is gouged out 
kl e horse, drawn or pushed out by the automobile tire, 
a ?Wn away by the wind, or washed off by the rain, and 

°°sening of the upper stone results, 
im ^ven on a well consolidated road climate stresses 
0f h°;Se a heavy duty. If, however, there be voids the risk 
0r ai*ure increases. Voids may be due to deficient rolling 

o the rise of too much clay in the earthy binder. 
-mps 0f tp,is material will bridge the

GVen unc*er hard rolling. The bridge will break 
Co k- eventually either from pressure or moisture or a 
^jnbination of them. A void forms where the bridge 
ra 7$ irn<^ continues rising until near the surface, when 
i. 'e,.tn8' results. The same may be true in the cases of 
t0° hght rolling.

^hen bituminous material is used as binder it is
from over

space between

to disintegration from weathering, 
lng, or from admixture of earthy materials.

ter' i^n 01"dinary water-bound macadam may lose ma- 
a la by wear up to a thickness of about a half an inch 
thfe ,r without being overloaded. The thickness that can 
baD k-C ^OSt w'h vary with conditions, one of which pro
ton ^ *S t^le rat'° the maximum wheel load to the total 

nage borne by the road.
the W hatever the rate of waste, it must be replaced if 

r°ad is to be maintained.
To summarize the foregoing :— 

Roads ravel from :
1. Improper construction.
2. Overload.
3. Neglect.

cases these affect the binder.*n all
Poor workmanship in construction can only be cured 

tCmedyiug the original defects. These generally show 
"'hi L6*Ves by small local depressions in the surface from 
inCrC_,.yavehing spreads, in certain cases at an almost 

6 sPeed- 1° bituminous surface faulty material 
the ,ln sP°ts generally show up clearly. In both cases 
Sarv° f rernedy is to rebuild the work properly, if neces- 
vVor^ r°m the sub-base up. This is not strictly repair

by
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In the case of a ravelled road, having first deter
mined that the road was well built, we must decide 
whether the traffic is too great for the type of surface, 
or whether the failure was due to neglect. If the former, 
we must resurface with some better type. If the latter, 
we can repair the old surface.

Resurfacing should always be preceded by scarifying 
and by bringing the road up to the necessary depth of 
stone. For water-bound macadam needing greater sur
face strength, several classes of chemical binder may be 
used, of which I shall discuss two, bitumen and lignin.

The bitumen may be applied either by penetration or 
mixing methods. The former is the cheaper, the latter 
the more trustworthy. Which method is to be used will, 
after consideration of the care the road will receive, 
depend on the estimate of the overload, as will also the 
depth of the bituminous sheet. My own observation leads 
me to question the wisdom of attempting to get any 
thickness exceeding one-half inch by penetration methods.
It also leads me for this class of work to prefer tar to 
asphalt. The former material appears less sensitive to 
injury by dirt and to yield better results in repair work.

The lignin binders are derived from the waste pro
ducts of wood pulp or tannin manufacture. They are 
cements, being also used to bind core sand in foundry 
work and impart a tensile strength to the binding ma
terials. They will not act on materials soaked in the 
so-called road oils. The action of some of these materials 
on slag and red shale is quite remarkable. They are ■ 
slightly soluble in water, and will, therefore, need re
newal. Their application, however, is easy and inexpen
sive, and the effect of successive applications seems 
cumulative, increasing not only the depth of penetration, 
but the strength of the bond. The waterproofing of 
lignin-bound roads with bituminous tops has been carried 
out in Connecticut, but I am unable to give any facts as 
to the results.

For water-bound macadam roads that have failed 
through neglect a thin coat of gravel carrying some 
earthy matter, or of screenings or coarse sand mixed with 
earth, will usually cure cases that have not gone too far.
In some of the counties of New Jersey it is usual to fill 
all ruts, depressions, etc., with fine stone, and to give 
the middle of the road a coat of the same mixed with a 
little clay. Much of this material is wasted by being 
thrown off the road by the traffic, and the old ruts almost 
invariably reappear. This method, however, is very 
cessful in preventing ravelling. It seems a false economy 
to omit rolling, and wet rolling at that. The same is true 
of patching holes with anything but macadam-size stone. 
The roads treated with small stone are yearly losing 
depth. The moisture for wet rolling is usually bounti
fully supplied by nature, in the early spring. It can also 
be had by the use of hygroscopic salts where water is 
hard to get1. Traffic will usually throw off from the road 
surface enough stone to pay for rolling.

A treatment of clay, without rolling, will often give 
astonishing results. Such treatment, however, 
only a palliative, not a cure. Roads thus treated become 
dusty or muddy according to the weather, show a ten
dency to ravel again, and are hard to properly treat with 
bitumens. They will, however, take the lignin binders 
with good results, if the dose of clay has not been 
cessive, or if the excess is swept off before treatment.

In closing, a word of warning as to the use of the 
so-called cold oils may not be out of place. Those of the 
so-called non-asphaltic class, to a greater extent than the 
so-called light asphaltic oils, seem to act as lubricant on 
road materials and to foster pot-holes, ravelling, and

other failures. It may be possible to properly apply these 
materials, but if so it is rarely done. It is certain that 
even slight depressions will cause a deep penetration of 
the road. The dust-laying qualities of the material thus 
absorbed are lost, and its lubricating effect given the 
best possible conditions to get in its pernicious work. 
Local authorities, and even private individuals, seem to 
select roads with uneven surfaces as those on which to 
use these oils.

ELECTRIC WELDING FOR TRACK REPAIRS.

There are many methods by which electric welding can 
be carried out, one of the most interesting being, perhaps, 
that of Zerener, which consists of a combination of an electric 
arc and an electro-magnetic device whereby the arc can be 
controlled. Two heavy carbon electrodes are used, and the 
arc which is struck between them is blown to the position in 
which it is required by means of the magnet. The most 
simple is the Bernardos process, which consists of drawing 
an arc directly between a carbon electrode and the metal 
which is to be treated. The outfit consists merely of a rhe
ostat for controlling the current, a carbon electrode which 
consists of a hard, solid carbon rod about 4% ins. in circum
ference and some 8 ins. or 10 ins. long, fitted with a clamp 
to take the conductor, and with an insulated handle and 
shield to protect the operator. There is also the Lorain sys
tem, which requires a comparatively costly plant, with gen- 

and hydraulic grip's, used principally for making rad 
joints by welding on splice bars.

An interesting method of building up new metal in the 
worn parts of tram and other rails by electric welding is now 
being used, the special feature of the process being that it 
requires no carbon electrode. The electrode is a rod of spe
cially treated steel, and the arc between it and the rail, aC" 
cording to information made public by the engineer of the 
firm using it, fuses the electrode and welds it to the steel, 
building up new metal in the worn or defective places, 
rent is taken from the trolley wire, and the equipment consists 
of a light car provided with rheostats for controlling the cur
rent and the necessary switch gear. An insulated handle i$ 
provided for holding the metal electrode, which is, of course, 
the positive terminal, the negative being the rail on which 
the repair is to be carried out. The electrode is placed in 
momentary contact with the defective portion and withdrawn, 
an arc being thus formed which carries metal from the posi
tive bar of steel into the faulty place. The action continues 
as long as the electrode is held in position, and can be 
stopped at any moment, either by opening a switch or mov
ing the electrode away, so that the arc is broken.

erator

Cur-

suc-

With a galvanometer receiver reflecting a beam of ligb* 
on a moving photographic strip, H. Abraham, of the Paris 
Observatory, makes accurate photographic time records 
Hertzian waves. With a clock making second marks on the 
strip, he claims to make measurements to 1-1,000 second, 
to estimate 1-40,000 second on the wave charts.

Clay Products Industry in United States.—The magni
tude of the clay-working industry of the United States is 
shown in a chart just issued, compiled by Jefferson Middleton 
of the United States Geological Survey. This chart shows 
total value for 1912 of $ 172,811,275, which is an increase of 
$10,575,094 over the figures for igi 1. These products 
elude the several varieties of brick, drain, and other tile, a°d 
of sewer pipe, terra cotta, pottery, fire brick, and other cW 
products, the various building bricks representing the great 
est value, with a total of $73,425,819. The number of build 
ing bricks manufactured was 10,281,114,000.

and
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ANOTHER stage in the construction of the Canadian 
Northern terminal and tunnel has been reached, 
with the letting of the contract for the electrifica
tion of both. The contract, which involves a sum 

half a million dollars, calls for the complete electrifica- 
l°n of the tunnel and terminal, seven electric locomotives 

at?d about eight cars for the local service being provided, 
’le. the system will be such that it can be extended at 

time to any part of the service. Yards near the Back 
,'ver will be opened, giving track facilities for changing 

e electric locomotives for steam and vice versâ, and 
Vvithin a year from now trains are expected to be running.

P In the construction of the tunnel beneath Mount 
<0yal there have been many new 

^ttract the attention of the engineering world.
®atures have been currently described in previous issues 

a The Canadian Engineer. Readers will also remember 
e ar,nouncement early in June of a world’s record.in 

unneling in connection with the piercing of the mountain, 
n the electrification another record will be marked. . Of 

a 1 the great railway systems of the world using electricity 
°r the operation of their terminals, there is not one which 
as not adopted this system only after previously using 

^earn. The Canadian Northern terminal in Montreal, 
erefore, will be the first to be operated entirely by elec- 

r’city from the commencement. No steam locomotive- 
rawn trains will enter the tunnel. Specially constructe 
ectric locomotives will be exchanged for the steam 

,ngines at the Back River yards. For the local service 
Between Montreal and the Model City there will be. some 
*§nt multiple-unit cars of very heavy construction simi ar 
0 those in use in some of the New York subways.

P The contract, which has been let to the. Canadian 
er|eral Electric Co., provides for the installation of t e 

ystem at a cost of about half a million dollars. 
w-. The installation of this electrically operated system 

1 ensure the entire absence of Canadian Northern loco- 
v °tlVes in or near the city, none coming closer than the 
f ds near the Back River. On reaching these yards 

a*ns approaching Montreal will have their steam loco- 
f,, 1Ves exchanged for electric motive power, which wi 
cl e them to the terminal station to be opened on Dor- 
st sl:er Street. In the city there will, of course, be 

am engines as the railway enters and leaves only 
3y of the tunnel.

ra . ^Tngress on the tunnel construction has of late been 
a* .’Respite the very hard rock now being encountered, 
We]i i1" *s practically certain that the headings will meet 
fe °efore the end of the year. There remains but 2,000 
ine. r°ck separating the two headings, and this is be- 
mil °red at the rate of 200 feet each week. Already a 
iqj2 °f tunnel has been completed, this being a broaden- 

and enlarging of the heading to a height of 22 feet 
a Vyidth of 30 feet, 

it c°nnection with the electrification of this tunnel 
SuPDl •t mentioned that the same company who will 
tfie ,,-v lts electrical equipment also secured the order from 
Cast] anadian Pacific Railway for the electrification of the 
PoWe^.ar branch in the Kootenay Division. Heavy 
tfie vF] °corn°tives are to be used in this case also, and 

0 tage adopted is 2,400 volts in both.

features and much to 
These

According to reports in the Economic Minerals and Mim
ing Production of Canada, by J. McLeish, feldspar is em
ployed at the present time almost entirely in the pottery in
dustry (where, in a finely ground form, it is mixed with the 
clay to act as a flux), or in the enamelling of cooking and 
similar utensils. Attempts are being made, also, to utilize 
the mineral as a source of potash, of which it contains as 
high as 14 per cent.

Feldspar has been mined in Canada since the year i8go, 
and the present average annual production is 12,000 tons. 
Practically the whole of the output is exported to the United 
States, where it is consumed in the New Jersey and Ohio 
potteries. Almost the entire production of Canadian feld
spar is derived from the province of Ontario—the principal 
mimes being located in the county of Frotenac, about twenty 
miles north of the town of Kingston on the St. Lawrence 
River. A few small deposits, also, have been worked in the 
Parry Sound district, "in the vicinity of the Muskoka lakes. 
Formerly feldspar was mined to some extent, also, in the 
province of Quebec—the deposits being located in Ottawa 
county. No development of these properties has taken place 
during recent years—the distance from the United States 
factories rendering mining unprofitable. One mine in this 
region yields a remarkably pure white feldspar, which is in 
demand for the manufacture of artificial teeth.

Veins or dykes of pegmatite (a rock having feldspar as 
" its main constituent) are of common occurrence throughout 
large areas in both Ontario and Quebec, and have in some in
stances been mined for the mica which they often carry. 
These deposits vary in width from mere stringers of a few 
inches to massive bodies of over a hundred feet. Such de
posits, while, at the present time, often too remotely situated, 
or containing too many impurities in the way of accessory 
minerals to allow of the feldspar being employed for pottery 
purposes without considerable expensive cleaning, constitute 
large reserves of the mineral, which may ultimately prove of 
value as a source of potash or for other purposes.

The addition of trass slightly retards the setting ol mor
tars and concretes, increases their resistance to water, great
ly increases the strength of mixtures gauged with lime-water, 
and decreases the detrimental effect of soap solution. Lime- 

water increases the strength of tiass mortars, but has no in
fluence on the strength and water-tightness of mixtures 
which do not contain trass. Soap solution renders mortars 
and concretes water-tight and diminishes the hardening of 
mortars without trass, which weakening effect is counter
acted by the addition of trass .

Scientific methods are giving great exactness to pro
cesses for hardening valuable tools and drills. Uniform and 
easily controlled heating is necessary, and this is easily ob
tainable with the electric furnace. A special form recom
mended has a crucible 8 ins. square and 12 ins. deep, lined 
with firebrick surrounded by heat-insulating material in a 
sheet-iron case. This crucible contains the heating bath, the 
temperature of which is regulated by a transformer for vary
ing the voltage, and a pyrometer gives quick and accurate 
determinations of the degree reached. The bath varies with 
the temperature required. A mixture of barium chloride and 
potassium chloride is used for hardening carbon steel, at 
750 deg. to 1,000 deg. C., the proportion of barium chloride 
increasing with rise in temperature, and this salt alone being 
advised for high-speed steel, at temperatures up to 1,300 deg. 
The crust of salt which adheres to the tool, preventing oxi
dation, falls off in the cooling liquid.
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the Port Colborne plant, applied the torch that lighted the 
furnace ; and William Weller, Esq., Superintendent of Canals 
for the Dominion of Canada, sounded the whistle of the 
plant for the first time. The signal was thus given for an 
answering medley of shrieks from all craft in the town har
bor, from the company’s locomotives, and from neighbour
ing factories. Mr. Frederic Nichols of Toronto, president 
of the Canadian General Electric Company and Mr. R. S. 
l.ogan, vice-president of the Grand Trunk Company, re
sponded to toasts ; while Mr. E. H. Butler of Buffalo, 'com
mended highly the Canadian enterprise and spirit of co-opera
tion which, he declared, is responsible for Canada’s rapid 
development, commercially, agriculturally, and industrially-

Toronto, Ont.—Commendable progress is being made on 
the power transmission equipment for Eastern Ontario by 
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission. Plans are deposited 
with the department of public works for approval of an ar
rangement for towers and cables across the St. Lawrence 
reiver at Morrisburg. The Commission has secured an op
tion of 1,500 horsepower from the New York and Ontario 
Power Company at Waddington, N.Y., and are awaiting" the 
partial completion of the plant to import a portion of this 
power to Canada. Until the new plant is entirely complete, the 
heavy exportation 'cannot commence. The Canadian line from 
Morrisburg to Prescott is finished, and it is expected that the 
line from Winchesteville, Chesterville, and Russell, will be to 
readiness in a short time.

Regina, Sask.—The Regina Municipal Street Railway 
showed a deficit of $42,868.11 for the eight months ending 
August 31, after provision for capital charges had been made.

COAST TO COAST.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Ontario Power Company is 
seeking permission from the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls 
Park Commission to construct a third pipe line from its gate 
house on the upper river to its power house below the Horse
shoe Falls. At present the company have two pipe lines, one 
of steel, which has been in use since the power house was put 
in operation, the other of concrete which was installed two 
years ago. Through these the company is diverting about 
8,000 cubic feet of water per second, which is approximately 
two-thirds the amount of -water permitted to its use under the 
provisions of the international treaty. By this amount of 
water, twelve units in the power house are operated, each 
generating 1,400 electrical horsepower. Providing the water 
is increased, the company propose enlarging their battery to 
14 units ; and where now only 130,000 horsepower can be de
veloped by the plant, the company will be able to transmit 
196,000 horsepower. The patents of R. O. Blainey, who as
sisted in the construction of the second pipe line, for a con
tinuous concrete pipe are being investigated by power 
pany officials, and should they be approved, it is possible 
that a monolithic pipe, which is the first of its kind in the 
world, will be constructed.

com-

Hamilton, Ont.—An industry has been secured for Ham
ilton which gives much promise towards the further expan
sion of the city and the location of more industries at this ■ 

It is announced that the Hamilton By-Product Coke 
Ovens, Limited, has been incorporated at a capitalization of 
1,000,000 dollars. The purpose of the company, primarily, 
is to manufacture coke for smelting and foundry usage in 
Hamilton and Central Ontario, and also for domestic and 
minor industrial supply. In addition, the plant will provide 
a permanent supply of gas of high candlepower and of a 
very high heat value, which will be of great value in the 
event of the depletion of the natural gas wells of Haldimand 
county and its vicinity.

centre.
Ottawa, Ont.—The greatest area under wireless contract 

in the world, a distance of 2,000 miles will soon be completed 
in Canada. With the completion of stations at Port BurwelL 
Toronto and Kingston, a complete chain wjll extend from 
Port Arthur, through the Great Lakes, and along the St. 
Lawrence to Cape Race.

Vancouver, B.C.—The wiring inspector of Burnaby, Mr- 
Burns, has been experimenting for some time on a power 
switchboard for the municipal service. It is not yet com
plete, but is in use and is found to act very successfully- 
The features of the board are the means of taking the electric 
light current, transforming it and charging the storage bat
teries used in the phone service. Another thing that is said 
not to be in general use in telephone work except in large 
installations, is the construction of an artificial line, by which 
by the principle of the Wheatstone Bridge method of testing 
wires, it will be possible, in the event of trouble occurring °° 
any line, to measure its exact distance from the mun 
hall, and also to determine the nature of the trouble 
.Hereby saving time and unnecessary work, 
outstanding feature of the board is a bank of switches 
the purpose of which is the coupling together °f 
the storage batteries ; and any particular cell may, hy 
means of the switches, be disconnected from the ser
vice f°r charging, repair, or any other purpose. It is als° 
the intention of putting on the board, all repeating coils, to' 
duction coils, condensers and other apparatus, so that the) 
will be under observation at all times. The keener protec
tive devices are also on the board, their purpose being t0 
take the first effect of any abnormal currents that come ovef 
the system. Coupling and disconnecting switches, by which 
any particular line may be disconnected for repairing, test* 
ing, or other purpose, are also on the board. The use of tbe 
board is expected to obviate a great amount of trouble to 
connection with the working of the municipal telephone 
system.

Halifax, N.S. Considerable discussion is being given to 
the question of ornamental street lighting in Halifax.
City Improvement League have been bestowing their efforts 
to bring to the citizens the best opinion of experts on the sub
ject.

The

Recently, at the request of this body, Mr. F. H.
Winckly, of Lynn, Mass., an authority on street illumination, 
gave an address in which he sketched its history from the 
age of streets clothed in darkness to the present of the “Great 
White Way. ”

icip3'

AnotherMontreal, Que.—A new work, which is occupying me at
tention of the Harbor commissioners at present, is the wharf 
being constructed by the Canada Cement Company at Point 
aux Trembles. It is of cement, and will be, when completed, 
about 600 feet in length.

Montreal,, Que.—The end of this season will see 
finished little, if any, of the program of harbor works pub
lished at its beginning. The additions to grain elevator No. 
I., have already attained a height of about 135 feet from the 
level of the wharf. Concrete bins, 52 in number, have been 
constructed with a capacity in totum of over a million bushels, 
the largest to hold upwards of 21,000 bushels, the smaller,’ 
from 3,000 to 8,000 bushels.

un-

Port Colborne, Ont.—Inaugural ceremonies, attended the 
opening of the new plant of the Canadian Furnace Company, 
Limited, at Port Colborne. It is the most modern of its 
kind in the world, and has been constructed at a cost of seven 
million dollars. Miss Theresa Yates, daughter of the vice- 
president of the Buffalo Union Furnace Company, owners of

Fort William, Ont.—It is probably not generally kno"'n 
that the grain storage elevator capacity of Fort William-P°rt 
Arthur has now' reached the amount of 41,93S'000enormous

A
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busheia s’ and ranks second among the cities of the world as 
elev^111 St0lang centre, exceeded only by Chicago, 111., with 
torsat°r Capacity of 45,36o,ooo. With the additional eleva- 
CaS now under construction and others projected at the 
or ^ea<^ Lakes, it will only be a matter of 12
disti m°ntl:lS before Lort William-Port Arthur will have the 

toction of being the largest elevator storage centre in 
CQe world.

to-order steel bridge, weighing- 2,600,000 pounds was swung
across a 270-foot gap in one hour and 25 minutes, a feat ac
complished by the Dominion Bridge Co., when placing the 
third of the four 'great spans, each 400 feet in length, of the 
Lachine bridge. The Gazette says in regard to this piece 
of bridge engineering :—“The admirable manner in which 
all these great spans have been raised to position, while the 
regular traffic continued, marks a triumph of engineering. 
Indeed, the whole double-tracking of the bridge has been ac
complished while every train ran on schedule time.”

Brighton, Ont—Water was turned on last week in the 
new system of supply that has just been completed by J. G. 
Mill, contractor, Toronto. 1 he water, obtained from Spring 
Valley, is very pure. The springs have a daily capacity of 
700,000 gallons. The water is distributed by gravity, having 
a two hundred foot head two miles from 
engineer, T. Aird Murray, Toronto, made a test of the sys
tem, which showed 86 pounds pressure on the main street with 
100 pounds as the best, and 70 pounds as the worst, pressure 
throughout the entire town. A reservoir has been construc:ed 
in Spring Valley providing storage sufficient to supply six 
lines of fire hose continuously for twenty-four hours, as well 
as to accommodate the town’s domestic requirements. 
Brighton, which has a population of 1,600, has not previously 
had a public water supply.

Vancouver, B.C.—The directors of the Burrard Inlet 
Tunnel and Bridge Company have decided not to take any 
action with regard to the Second Narrows bridge project 
til a definite reply as to the Provincial Government’s inten
tions has been received.

Rainy Lake, Ont.—Midway between Port Arthur and 
ac^. Pef>> the C.N.R. has been effecting an engineering 

'evement of no ordinary value. A bridge of solid rock, 
a Sreat double track 
lo% and

Winni

causeway of granite almost three miles 
costing approximately one million dollars per mile, 

tracts^311 ^a*ny Lake in a not distant future. The con
fer tv, Were ^et early in the summer of 1910 and preparations 
duct C W°r*C were begun ; yet the great task has been con- 
°f tlf^ S° quietly that few people in Canada have been aware 

e magnificent and unordinary construction.
t0 feston, Ont.—Now that the Hon. Adam Beck is free 
ta • r er the distribution of power throughout eastern On- 
iudu’ . mgston is feeling the cry of need of several of its 
atld Str*es f°r cheap power to insure their future expansion, 
wit, atritating that arrangements for supply be concluded 

t e Hydro-Electric Commission.

Catharines, Ont.—St. Catharines is struggling with 
harriers towards progress similar to those encoun- 

hy Toronto in its primal growth. The Welland Canal 
s°me creeks running through the west and south are 

enting expansion in somewhat the 
SOn Creek and the Rosedale and Don ravines in Tor- 

but g Toronto has now her Riverdale and Rosedale bridges, 
lems 1 Catharines is still struggling with her bridge prob-

town. Consulting

St.
Natural 
tered
and un-
Prev
Garri
onto.

same manner as did The provincial authorities have 
Deen asked by the bridge company to assume control 
of the scheme for spanning Burrard Inlet, and an 
answer is expected from the British Columbia 
ment within

govern-
a month when the premier shall have 

Concerning the subsidies sought 
by the company from the Dominion Government, ru
mors at Ottawa that the Second Narrows bridge project had 
been abandoned, have delayed the efforts of the company’s 
agents at the capital ; but the president and secretary have 
denied the reports, and have explained that the company has 
asked the province to assume control of the enterprise.

for Jdmonton, Alta.—Mr. A. T. Fraser, District Engineer 
N°rt, 6 C.N.R., is of the opinion that steel on the Canadian 
of A.frn ma'n line should reach the summit at the boundary 
0n t, erta and British Columbia about the end of October. 

e Lrazean branch, construction is very difficult, owing

returned from England.

to the
3o . Sreat amount of trestling to be done. Steel is within 
beforè65 t^le ^razean coal fields, but it will be December 
RjVe 6 fbe line is connected with the colleries. The Peace 

r branch west of the McLeod River is being graded.
»eekTelkWa- .

by p^8'0 t0 investigate the discovery of placer gold, reported 
isfiecjriCe’ Lcksley and Pearson, have returned to Telkwa sat- 
tUrri "^h the richness of the field. The men who have re
ins^ ’ C°Gn Munro, Ira McLean and King, state that in no 
tqetl Ce wbere panning operations have been carried on by 
,how°j t^le fftnnnd has a single barren pan been found. All 
Oil ow coarse gold in varying quantities. The new find is 
aboUt* 3*:>0*a Creek, one of the tributories of Tahtsa River, 

110 miles in a south-easterly direction from Telkwa, 
Which )0Ut miles from the headwaters of Kemano River, 
Sone • ernPfies into Gardner Channel. The men who have 
bardl Ul ^r0m here have taken the Motrice River trail. It is 

y necessary to state that the stampede is on in full blast 
locality. In fact, construction work on the G.T.P.

Victoria, B.C.—The growth in the establishment of pri
vate wireless stations by commercial firms throughout Bri
tish Columbia has been commented upon by Mr. E. J. Jlaugh- 
ton, district superintendent of the Dominion Radio-Telegraph 
service. In addition to five private installations in Vancouver 
and twelve in Victoria, which are, for the most part, used by- 
students engaged in the scientific study of radio-telegraphy, 
there is one firm operating its own plant and sending all its 
messages to the nearest Government station. The Canadian 
Explosives Company, on Bowen Island, keeps 
duty during working hours, while a high power plant at 
Cousins Inlet, operated by the Cousins Inlet Pulp Company, 
transmitted messages to the Government station at Triangle 
Island until recently. This equipment was of five kilowatt 
power, owing to the fact that the factory was surrounded by 
hills, which interfere with wave transmission, 
also been proposed for the B.C. Fisheries Company on Queen 
Charlotte Islands and the Powell River Pulp Company, which, 
if put into operation, would transmit messages with Alert 
Bay and Cape Lazo stations respectively, 
these wireless plants, a telephone line is now in operation 
between Suquash Mines and the Government station at Alert 
Bay, while a second line to transmit telegraph and telephone 
messages is now' under construction between Masset and

B.C.—Men who went south from here over a

an operator on

Plants havein this
hi ay ,

pl°y ,e Piously impeded, as five thousand men are now em- 
can ^ " 'thin a radius of 125 miles of the new find. The field 
tie], reached from the outside by boat up Gardner’s Chan- 
chlt n°nce UP the Kemano River, but there is a most diffi- 
tk>ns °Untry to traverse for over 50 miles. Outside expedi- 
barkj " °ufd have to carry all supplies from the point of em- 
can,.'n8:' The lack of provisions for men in the field is

tÏÏ, S

In addition to

Dead Tree Point.
Guelph, Ont.—The Ontario Municipal Electric Union 

carried unanimously the following resolution by the meeting 
of its representative held recently in the Guelph city hall :—

a little anxiety here, as every pack horse is on 
coming out.

®ai, Que.—Many prominent officials of the C.P.R- 
0tIiinion Bridge Companies were present when a inade-

Montr
and D
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consulting- engineer, is now engineer to the recently-forme 
Burrard Peninsula Joint Sewerage Board. Mr. Creer has 
specialized in hydraulic work and previous to his coming 10 
this country, some three years ago, he was for 13 years on 
the staff of the late James Munsergh, F.R.S., past presi
dent Inst. C.E.

“In view of the comprehensive scheme outlined by the Do
minion Government for the creation and improving of water- 

in connection with the St. Lawrence River, Wellandways
Canal, French River, Sault Ste. Marie, Trent, Ottawa and 
others involving the large expenditure of public money, and 
in view of the extensive developments which are possible in 
consequence thereof, also in view of the power requirements 
of the province, be it resolved that this association request 
the Dominion Government to put such water powers under 
the jurisdiction of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of 
Ontario, to be developed by them for the use of the munici
palities of the province for the benefit of the people.” This 
step was taken to forestall any action on the part of the Gov
ernment to hand over the control of such a valuable asset to

OBITUARY.

A. L. ADAMS, a prominent engineer of San Francisco,
Mr. Adams wasCal., died at his home a few weeks ago. 

well known in Victoria, B.C., where he made several report5
in connection with the city’s waterworks system.

a private corporation.
Spokane, Wash.—The Pacific Logging Congress, held 

at Spokane, in the latter part of September, announced that 
the association will make an endowment of $600,000 for in
struction in logging engineering in five state universities 
and in a university in British Columbia.

THE REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY.

The first meeting for the season of the Regina Engineer 
ing Society, took the form of a banquet at the Hotel Metro 

The speakers included Lieut.-Gov. Brown-pole, Regina.
Hon. J. A. Calder, Mayor Martin, J. F. Bole, A. J. McPber^ 
son, R. O. Wynne-Roberts, A. P. Linton, L. S. Cockburn

Montreal, Que.—-This year the city of Montreal has car
ried out a scheme of work and repair on its pavements and 
sidewalks unprecedented in extent and thoroughness. Mr. 
G. B. Garneau, superintendent of repairs, gave the following 
report to the city’s board of control:—“In the three divisions 
of the city, 54,500 square yards of asphalt and 24,000 yards 
of granite and scoria blocks, a total of 78,880 yards, were re
paired this year. In the same three divisions, 13,000 yards 
of cement sidewalks, 13,000 yards of asphalt sidewalks, and 
13,500 yards of stone flag sidewalks were repaired. In ad
dition must be counted repairs to cuts in the pavement. In 
the eastern division the following cuts were patched up :— 
5,250 yards of asphalt and 200 yards of granite and scoria 
block pavements; 625 yards of asphalt, and 150 yards of ce
ment sidewalks.”

and

O. W. Smith.

THE CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.

The October meeting of the Canadian Railway Club wi 
be held at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, October 14th. ^r'
R. F. Uniacke, Bridge Engineer, National Transcontinenta 
Railway, will deliver an illustrated lecture bearing upon 
gineering problems encountered in the construction of the 
N.T.R.

CD-

coming MEETINGS.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MUNICIPAL IMPROVE'
in Wil'
Prescott

PERSONAL.
MENTS.—Twentieth annual meeting to be held 
mington, Del., October 7th to 10th. Secretary, A.JORO NAGATO, mechanical engineer, is in Canada as 

a representative of the Japanese Government, to study re
cent discoveries and developments in mechanical construc
tions.

Folwell, 15 Union Square, New York.
RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual meeting:

Sec-All the larger cities of the Dominion will be visited.
F. J. HERLIHY has been appointed supervising en

gineer of the Montreal aqueduct. Mr. Herlihy comes from 
Great Falls, Mont., where he was in charge of bridge and 
building construction for the Great Falls-Lewiston division 
of the Milwaukee line.

will be held at Nashville, Tenn., October 14th to 16th. 
retary, C. C. Rosenberg, Times Building, Bethlehem, Penn-

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR PROMOTION OF INDUS
TRIAL EDUCATION.—Annual convention to be held -l 
Grand Rapids, Mich., October 19th to 25th. Secretary, C. - 
Prosser, 105 E. 22nd Street, New York City.

AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS.—Annual conventi°° 
will be held at Philadelphia, Pa., October 20th to 25th. 
retary, J. Callbreath, Majestic Building, Denver, Colo.

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE AND BUILDlNG 

ASSOCIATION.—Annual convention will be held at 
treal, Que., October 21st to 23rd.
319 N. Waller Avenue, Chicago, 111.

UNITED STATES GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION.'" 
Convention will be held at St. Louis, Mo., November iotb 
15th. Secretary, J. A. Rountree, L021 Brown-Marx Building’ 
Birmingham, Ala.

AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS’ ASSOCIATION--"
Regim^

MR. W. B. GAIR, director of the Great Central Railway, 
England, has reached Canada after an extended trip over 
several of the important American roads. Mr. Gair is ac
companied by several engineers, their object being the study 
of transportation methods in America. They will travel for 
some distance over the G.T.R. and C.P.R. to further their 
researches in respect to the Canadian procedure in the hand
ling of frieght and of passengers.

GUY H. MORTON, B.A.Sc., manager of the Calgary 
office of the Canadian Westinghouse Company, has been ap
pointed lecturer in electrotechnics by tire technical educa
tion committee of the Calgary Board of Education.
Morton is a graduate of four years’ standing of the University 
of Toronto. CARL STERNBERG, a graduate in electrical 
engineering, of the University of Minnesota, is in charge of 
laboratory work.

A. D. CREER, M.Can.Soc. C.E., A.M.I.C.E., who has 
been in charge of the investigations and reports of the greater 
Vancouver sewerage scheme, with R. S. Lea of Montreal as

Sec-

Mo”'

Secretary, C. A. Lick’-”

Mr.
Tenth Annual Convention to be held in First 
Atmory Building, Philadelphia, Pa., December gth to 1 
Secretary, E. L. Powers, 150 Nassau Street, New York, N- ^ 

AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE.—Tenth Armu

2th-

al
oth.Convention to be held in Chicago, February 16th to 2 

Secretary, E. E. Krauss, Harrison Building, phi'3'1914. 
delphia, Pa.


